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Abstract

Procedural modeling, or the use of pseudo-random programs to generate visual content, plays an important role in computer graphics and design. It facilitates content creation at massive scales, can automatically create painstakingly-detailed imagery, and can even generate pleasantly surprising results that can help people to navigate large and unintuitive design spaces.

Many procedural modeling applications demand directable content—the ability to enforce aesthetic or functional constraints on model output. Bayesian inference provides a framework for such control: the procedural model specifies a generative prior, with the constraints encoded as a likelihood function.

In this dissertation, we use probabilistic programming languages to express such Bayesian procedural models. A probabilistic programming language (PPL) provides random choice and Bayesian conditioning operators as primitives, and inference corresponds to searching the space of program executions for high-probability execution traces. PPLs can concisely express arbitrary probability distributions, including the complex, hierarchical, and often recursive stochastic processes required in procedural modeling.

Unfortunately, PPL inference is typically inefficient, relying on expensive Monte Carlo methods. This dissertation develops a suite of techniques for speeding up PPL inference. First, we eliminate redundant computation from Metropolis-Hastings, one of the most commonly used PPL inference algorithms. Next, we show how to efficiently explore tightly-constrained design spaces using the gradient-based, Hamiltonian Monte Carlo algorithm. Then, we address the problems posed by deep branching
structures in procedural models such as recursive trees, using a new variant of Sequential Monte Carlo. Finally, we make procedural modeling programs learn from their own outputs, using neural networks that guide programs toward high-probability results with fewer samples. Together, these tools bring PPL inference closer to interactive rates, which can enable more compelling graphics and design applications.
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Randomness plays a key role in creative design. Visually interesting texture often appears random—just ask Jackson Pollock. Randomness can also create variations on a single design. For example, customers of the design studio Nervous System can personalize their own random variants of the studio’s Kinematics jewelry [110]. And there exists evidence that the biggest creative innovations and breakthroughs happen by exploring random tangents which lead to serendipitous discoveries, rather than single-minded pursuit of a driving objective [105].

In computer graphics, the act of using randomness to create visual content is often called *procedural modeling* [24]. Procedural models are computer programs that pseudo-randomly generate some visual artifact. They can add naturalistic details to virtual scenes, such as the bark texture on a virtual tree or ripples on virtual water. They can create a dizzying variety of content at very little cost, such as the endless blocky environments created by Minecraft’s world generator. They can also operate interactively, generating suggestions for a human user to approve. For example, the FaceGen software used to create player facial appearance in many video games can create faces at random, possibly arriving at interesting designs the player would not have thought of independently [44].

In many cases, it is desirable for these programs to be ‘directable,’ meaning it should be possible to control their output to satisfy specific criteria. These criteria
CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

might be aesthetic: in a video game level, a randomly-generated virtual tree might need to frame a house in just the right way. Or they might be functional: the house itself might be randomly-generated, and it needs to be stable when subjected to gravity...so that the player can knock it down later in a tussle with aliens.

To those familiar with probabilistic reasoning, achieving directable randomness might sound suspiciously like a conditional inference problem: we want to sample executions of a random process, subject to a condition or constraint being satisfied. From a Bayesian point of view, running a procedural model is just sampling from some prior distribution \( p(x) \), where \( x \) are the random choices made by the procedural model. The constraints can be modeled as a likelihood function \( \ell(x) \), where a higher value of \( \ell \) means the output of the model given random choice values \( x \) better satisfies the constraints. The likelihood may often depend on some other data item \( y \), such as a target shape the procedural model should try to match, in which case the likelihood function is \( \ell(y|x) \). Generating constraint-satisfying model outputs then corresponds to sampling from the distribution \( p(x|y) = \frac{1}{Z}p(x)\ell(y|x) \), which can be accomplished using one of a variety of Bayesian inference algorithms.

We believe that probabilistic programming languages (PPLs) are particularly well-suited to this Bayesian inference task. PPLs are a universal representation for probability distributions; they can encode any stochastic process [29]. Procedural models are often complicated, featuring both discrete and continuous variables, large blocks of deterministic computation, and complex control flow (including recursion). The universality of probabilistic programs makes them a good choice of representation. PPLs can also be made easy to use, as writing down a probabilistic model in a PPL requires only a moderate amount of programming skill as well as some domain knowledge about the problem to be solved. In our setting, this means that graphics artists and developers do not have to be inference experts in order to use them: they just have to know how to write code.

Unfortunately, the expressiveness and generality of probabilistic programs comes at a cost: inference is typically inefficient. Very simple programs can sometimes be reduced to Bayesian networks or factor graphs, allowing the application of classical inference techniques for probabilistic graphical models [54]. But as we mentioned
above, procedural modeling programs are not simple. They feature both discrete and continuous random variables in complex dependency patterns. And they are often transdimensional, where the number of random variables is itself a random variable—such phenomena can arise in recursive probabilistic programs. Programs with such properties typically do not have graphical model analogues. Thus, to perform inference, we must fall back to treating the program as a black box from which samples can be drawn, and use slowly-converging, approximate Monte Carlo methods such as Markov Chain Monte Carlo. This inefficiency is disappointing, as we would ideally like to embed PPL inference in interactive applications such as games and design tools.

This dissertation focuses on improving PPL inference efficiency for procedural modeling programs. To do this, we peek inside the probabilistic programming black box, identifying and exploiting common properties of procedural modeling programs to make inference run faster or more efficiently. In the work we present, these properties include incrementalizable subcomputations, derivatives, re-orderable subcomputations, and dataflow paths that can be replaced with neural networks. Exploiting such properties often requires techniques from the programming languages literature, such as program transformations.

1.1 Contributions

In this dissertation, we make the following contributions to improving PPL inference efficiency for procedural modeling and design:

- We present an incremental variant of the Metropolis-Hastings (MH) algorithm for probabilistic programs which eliminates redundant computation incurred by previous approaches. The algorithm is comparatively easy to implement, requiring only a few source-to-source program transformations, rather than an entire custom interpreter. We show how our algorithm, called C3, accelerates MH inference for recursive, tree-structured procedural modeling programs. It also offers performance benefits for classical machine learning and Bayesian data analysis programs.
• We apply the Hamiltonian Monte Carlo algorithm to procedural modeling and
design programs, demonstrating that it allows efficient exploration of tightly-
constrained design spaces where Metropolis-Hastings fails. We evaluate the
algorithm on two different families of programs, including programs for assem-
bling 3D structures that can jointly infer the spatial configuration of a structure
as well as internal forces which make the structure stable.

• We develop a new variant of the Sequential Monte Carlo algorithm for proce-
dural modeling programs. This new algorithm, called Stochastically-Ordered
Sequential Monte Carlo (SOSMC), randomly re-orders exchangeable subcom-
putations within the program. We show that SOSMC finds higher-likelihood
samples with less computation time than either SMC or MH.

• We introduce neurally-guided procedural models: procedural modeling pro-
grams whose random choices are controlled by neural networks, rather than
the dataflow of the original program. As a precomputation step, we show how
to train these networks using high-likelihood samples generated by an inference
algorithm such as SMC. Using the trained networks as an importance sampler,
SMC can find high-likelihood samples 5-10x faster.

Together, these contributions form the basis of an inference toolkit that brings inter-
active inference for procedural modeling and design closer to reality. Our implement-
ations for all of these techniques are open-source; links to source code are provided
in the respective chapters for each method. This technical work is based primarily
on four previous publications [92, 90, 91, 93].

1.2 Dissertation Overview

The rest of this dissertation is organized as follows:

In Chapter 2, we cover necessary background information for our technical con-
tributions. This material includes the history of probabilistic methods for directable
procedural content in computer graphics, as well as the basics of probabilistic pro-
gramming languages and the different techniques used to implement them. To make
things more concrete, we then provide three detailed examples of procedural models expressed as probabilistic programs: furniture layout, color palette design, and constrained 3D trees. We use the challenging characteristics of these programs to motivate the need for more efficient inference.

The next four chapters present our technical contributions in detail. Chapter 3 describes C3, our incremental variant of Metropolis-Hastings. Chapter 4 covers the Hamiltonian Monte Carlo algorithm and our application of it to design space exploration. Chapter 5 details the Stochastically-Ordered Sequential Monte Carlo algorithm and its use in controlling 3D model-generating programs. Chapter 6 introduces the neurally-guided procedural modeling paradigm.

Finally, we conclude the dissertation in Chapter 7, where we summarize our main contributions and discuss the future of probabilistic programming for procedural modeling and design.
Chapter 2

Background

In this chapter, we briefly review the most relevant background material to put our technical contributions in context. We first survey the use of probabilistic methods as applied to directable procedural content creation in computer graphics, painting a picture of the state-of-the-art prior to the application of probabilistic programming to this problem. We then provide a brief primer on probabilistic programming languages, including the common strategies for implementing them, as our contributions build directly on this prior work. Finally, we bring these two areas of research together by presenting three detailed examples of procedural models expressed as probabilistic programs. We point out some properties of these programs that make inference challenging, motivating the need for our contributions to more efficient inference.

2.1 Probabilistic Methods for Directable Procedural Content

While the quest for directable procedural content is an old one, the prevalence of probabilistic techniques for solving the problem is relatively new. In recent years, an increasing number of research projects have relied on probabilistic modeling representations and inference algorithms to solve content generation problems. In this
section, we survey several examples in the domains of object modeling, scene modeling, appearance modeling, and animation.

### 2.1.1 Object Modeling

Procedural models are most commonly used to generate 3D object geometry. Such procedural object models are often represented using probabilistic grammars, whose hierarchical (and sometimes recursive) branching structure can naturally encode shapes ranging from plants to buildings [86, 74]. In this setting, users may wish to impose some constraints on the generated shapes; several recent projects have used probabilistic inference to provide this control. The Metropolis Procedural Modeling system uses reversible-jump MCMC to infer grammar derivations which are similar to a target image or a target volume. [112]. More recent work focuses on inferring the parameters of procedural trees, using MCMC with a custom likelihood function that measures similarity to a user-provided polygonal tree model [106]. The inferred parameters then allow generation of new trees which resemble the input model. Other work has focused instead on urban building facades, using the same techniques as Metropolis Procedural Modeling to control derivations from a facade-generating split grammar [67]. In this project, the constraint is a target photograph that the generated facade should match as closely as possible.

### 2.1.2 Scene and Environment Modeling

Virtual objects are of little use without virtual environments in which to put them: these can range from massive, outdoor terrains to small interior settings such as bedrooms and kitchens. Procedural generation of such environments is becoming increasingly important, as modern games and simulations demand a greater quantity and variety of virtual playing fields. Several projects have explored the generation of indoor furniture layouts by MCMC sampling from a probability distribution that encodes functional and aesthetic constraints [69, 130, 129]. These constraints include criteria such as providing space for a person to walk between furniture items and encouraging visual balance between objects in the room. MCMC has also been used
to control the generation of virtual cities, sampling from a distribution that encodes constraints on how much sunlight buildings receive, how close they are to nearby parks, and other urban planning criteria [114].

2.1.3 Color and Appearance

The examples presented thus far have all focused on creating geometry, but the ‘appearance’ of that geometry is also important: its color, texture, and material, as well as how it is lit. Procedural methods for these features facilitate automatic generation of richer visual content. The criteria for what constitutes a good or appropriate appearance are often vaguely defined and subjective, so probabilistic models of appearance are often learned from examples. One recent project learns how to color 2D patterns by training a factor graph model on patterns colored by human artists [62]. The factors capture properties that colors should have based on the shape and spatial characteristics of the regions they fill (e.g. background colors are more likely to be very dark or very light). Another system samples outfits for virtual characters by drawing from a large wardrobe of possible garments [131]. Correlations between different types of garments (e.g. dress slacks with suit jackets) are modeled by a Bayesian network trained on labeled photographs of people, and garment colors are sampled from a learned model of appealing color palettes. There has also been work on predicting the material properties of 3D objects (color, shininess, etc.) given only the object’s geometry [46]. This system also uses a factor graph model, trained on a large database of objects with materials assigned.

2.1.4 Motion and Animation

Many computer graphics applications require dynamic visual content: virtual objects that move, according to pre-determined animation or in response to user input. Probabilistic control methods have found some applications in procedural animation, as well. In one early example, a rigid-body simulation system uses MCMC to explore possible simulation trajectories until arriving at one that has a desired final state, such as a bouncing die that lands in a particular spot [12]. To make this possible, the
deterministic rigid-body physics simulation is transformed into a stochastic process by randomly varying the bounce direction whenever an object strikes a surface. More recently, another project uses Sequential Monte Carlo for real-time control of a virtual character reacting to external forces [36]. The SMC proposal function advances the character’s motion according to a physics simulation, and the likelihood function measures adherence to goals (e.g. not falling down, moving smoothly). Simulating multiple SMC particles in parallel maintains multiple possible motion states, preventing the character from being trapped in a single unstable state when confronted with an unexpected new stimulus. Yet another project uses a variant of Metropolis-Hastings to infer mechanical crankshaft assemblies that, when turned, cause a mechanical toy to produce a desired motion [133].

2.2 Probabilistic Programs

The systems just surveyed demonstrate the potential of probabilistic techniques for controlling procedural graphics content. But they are scattered across many different application domains. They rely on a grab-bag of probabilistic modeling representations, from Bayesian networks to factor graphs to grammars to ad-hoc, problem-specific models. And they employ a host of algorithms, from MCMC to SMC to belief propagation, not all of which are immediately recognizable as such.

Probabilistic programs can unify this effort: since they are a universal representation for probability distributions, they subsume all other types of models used by these systems [29]. They can also be made to support many inference algorithms. They are also an understandable representation for probability distributions: computer graphics artists and developers can read and write them without having to be inference experts.
2.2.1 Definition

For the purposes of this thesis, we define a probabilistic programming language (PPL) to be a Turing-complete, deterministic language augmented with the following additional language primitives:

- **Random choices**: Stochastic functions which sample from a probability distribution, e.g. Gaussian or Bernoulli.

- **Conditioning**: Statements which impose some constraint on the values of random choices or other program expressions.

- **Inference**: Operators which compute the conditional distribution over some program value(s) given some constraints.

The following program illustrates these concepts. It is written in WebPPL, a probabilistic programming language based on a subset of Javascript [30]. We use WebPPL for several examples throughout this dissertation:

```javascript
var model = function() {
    var a = flip(0.5);
    var b = flip(0.5);
    var c = flip(0.5);
    condition(a || b);
    return a + b + c;
};
Enumerate(model);
```

In this program, `flip` samples from a Bernoulli distribution, `condition` imposes the constraint that its argument must be true, and `Enumerate` computes the conditional distribution on the output of `model` (i.e. `a + b + c`) conditioned on `a || b` being true. The output of this program is the discrete marginal distribution

```
2 : 0.500
1 : 0.333
3 : 0.167
```

indicating that under the constraint, `model` has output 2 half of the time, output 1 one third of time, and output 3 one sixth of the time. Output 0 is has zero probability, as the `condition` statement does not allow for it.
The semantics of inference are defined via rejection sampling: the distribution computed by inference is the distribution on values that results from running the program forward and rejecting return values that do not satisfy the constraints. While a correct specification, this procedure is not a very efficient way to compute conditional distributions, and so most implementations of probabilistic programs use more sophisticated methods under the hood. Additionally, while the condition statement imposes a hard constraint, probabilistic programming languages may also provide mechanisms for enforcing soft constraints (in WebPPL, the factor statement serves this role). In this case, inference semantics are defined by likelihood weighting [54]. In this thesis, we focus primarily on such soft constraints. Other work has looked in-depth at inference in the presence of hard constraints for procedural content generation [125].

In addition to WebPPL, there are many other existing production and research systems that fit our precise definition of probabilistic programs. These include but are not limited to Church [29], Venture [65], and Anglican [121]. There are other implementations of probabilistic programming which are also Turing-complete but that formulate the semantics of inference differently; these include BLOG [71], Stan [104], and Figaro [81]. Finally, there also exist a number of probabilistic modeling languages which build and perform inference on graphical models, but which are not fully Turing-complete probabilistic programming languages. These include the long-established BUGS [103] and JAGS [82] software packages, as well as Dimple [39] and Factorie [68].

2.2.2 Inference

Probabilistic programming languages demand inference algorithms that work on programs in general, regardless of what phenomena those programs actually model. The following are the most prevalent, general-purpose inference algorithms that have been made to work in the probabilistic programming setting:

**Exact inference** For programs that make only discrete random choices with finite support, exact inference is possible via enumerating all possible paths through the program and marginalizing out all of the latent random choices. This is in fact the
operation performed by Enumerate in the example program above.

**Approximate inference** When programs include random choices with infinite support, inference engines typically fall back to one of the following approximate algorithms:

- **Rejection sampling / likelihood weighting:** In the simplest cases, inference can proceed via its semantics, by repeatedly drawing forward samples from the program, discarding those that fail hard constraints, and weighting the remainder according to any soft constraints [29].

- **Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC):** When it is extremely unlikely to draw high-likelihood samples via forward sampling, MCMC typically performs better than likelihood weighting. In the PPL setting, MCMC usually takes the form of the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm [70]: the inference engine proposes a change to the value of some random choice(s) in the program, and the new value is propagated to the rest of the program [119, 65].

- **Sequential Monte Carlo (SMC):** a.k.a. particle filtering [21]. A popular choice for time-series models such as hidden Markov models, SMC can be applied to programs in general, since all probabilistic programs involve a sequence of random choices. PPLs implement SMC by running multiple copies of the program (conceptually) in parallel, suspending them at synchronization barriers to perform particle resampling [121, 79].

- **Variational inference:** a family of algorithms which attempts to optimize the free parameters of an easy-to-sample-from ‘guide’ distribution such that it is similar to the hard-to-sample-from ‘target’ distribution of interest. Variational inference has recently been applied to probabilistic programs by deriving a guide program using simple transformations of the target program [45, 120, 72].

We focus on approximate algorithms in this thesis—especially MCMC, SMC, and variational inference—since exact inference is not applicable to the complex procedural modeling programs we are interested in developing.
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2.2.3 Implementation

PPL inference algorithms require the ability to interact/interfere with program execution: to pause and resume it, to inspect and change the values of random choices, etc. Most existing PPLs have adopted one of two main strategies for compiling/executing probabilistic program code to make this possible:

**Interpretation** Running a probabilistic program in a custom interpreter allows for arbitrary modifications to program execution at any time. This is the strategy adopted by the original MIT-Church implementation of the Church language [29], Venture [65], and the original implementation of Anglican [121].

**Embedding** Alternatively, a probabilistic programming language can be embedded in an existing deterministic language via source-to-source compiler transformations. For example, WebPPL’s compiler takes probabilistic code and transforms it into deterministic Javascript code. This strategy is also used by Bher Church [119], Quicksand [89], and the revised implementation of Anglican [122]. There are several advantages to this implementation style: less implementation effort, faster execution by leveraging the host language’s native runtime, and easy interaction with existing deterministic code in the host language. For these reasons, we focus on the embedded approach in this thesis.

2.3 Procedural Models as Probabilistic Programs

Having surveyed both probabilistic methods in procedural graphics, as well as probabilistic programs, we are now ready to bring the two together and look at some procedural models written as probabilistic programs. In this section, we provide three such examples: one that generates pleasing color palettes, one that generates furniture layouts, and one that generates 3D tree models. Some code is elided for brevity (i.e. utility subroutines).
2.3.1 Example: Furniture Arrangement

Our first example is a program which generates arrangements of 3D tables as might be seen in a virtual coffee shop (Figure 2.1). While it involves 3D objects, this problem is naturally phrased as a 2D layout problem. Thus, our program extracts the radius of the up-aligned bounding cylinder for each object (\texttt{utils.getRadius}) and then proceeds to generate 2D layouts by treating the objects as circles.

The main, top-level function for this program is the \texttt{genLayout} function. At a high-level, it randomly samples a number of tables; for each table, it chooses a random number of chairs, a random location, and a random orientation. WebPPL programs can also invoke \texttt{factor} statements to introduce likelihood terms (i.e. soft contraints). Each invocation of \texttt{factor(x)} adds the quantity \(x\) to the posterior log-probability of the program execution. This program uses \texttt{sepFactor} to ensure that furniture objects are spatially separated, \texttt{roomInsidenessFactor} to keep all furniture objects inside the bounds of some room shape, and \texttt{roomFillFactor} to encourage the furniture objects to fill up the room as much as possible. If we wanted to get more sophisticated, we could also define factors to align furniture along walls or to ensure the existence of a walkable path through the room [129, 69].

Finally, the program invokes WebPPL’s \texttt{MCMC} routine with the \texttt{onlyMAP} option set to \texttt{true} to perform approximate \textit{maximum a posteriori} inference. Since the distribution encoded by this program is complex and multimodal, this inference returns some mode of the distribution. The \texttt{addDishes} function (not shown) adds a random configuration of plates and cups atop each table as a detail post-process. This form of composition—feeding the result of inference into further probabilistic computation—is a powerful feature enabled by exposing inference as part of the language itself, rather than as a meta-process external to the language. Figure 2.2 shows two example scenes generated by our furniture layout program.

Note that while WebPPL is a purely functional language, it allows imperative assignments to global variables (i.e. the \texttt{globalStore}) via a store-passing transform. This feature can simplify programs that require common data to be shared among many subroutine calls (in this case, the \texttt{tables} list).
var genTables = function(n) {
  if (n > 0) {
    // Sample table position
    var pos = [uniform(-55, 55), uniform(-55, 55)];
    // Keep the table inside the room
    roomInsidenessFactor(pos, tableRad);
    // Keep tables a minimum distance apart
    map(function(t) {
      separationFactor(pos, t.pos, 3*tableRad);
    }, globalStore.tables);
    // Generate table at this location
    globalStore.tables = globalStore.tables.concat([genTable(pos)]);
    // Continue
    genTables(n - 1);
  }
};

var genTable = function(pos) {
  // Sample overall rotation for the table
  var rot = gaussian(0, Math.PI);
  // Sample number of seats
  var nseats = 2 + randomInteger(3);
  // Compute chair positions
  var chairs = mapN(function(i) {
    // Angle / position
    var cang = rot + (i/nseats) * TWOPI;
    var rad = tableRad+chairRad+chairRad*.5;
    var cpos = add(pos, polar2rect(rad, cang));
    // Rotation / Forward vector
    var cfwd = normalize(sub(pos, cpos));
    var crot = angleBetween([1, 1], cfwd);
    // Keep chair inside the room
    roomInsidenessFactor(cpos, chairRad);
    // Keep chair away from other furniture
    foreach(globalStore.tables, function(t) {
      sepFactor(cpos, t.pos, 2*chairRad+tableRad);
    });
    // Return chair object
    return { ang: cang, pos: cpos, rot: crot
    , i: nseats
    }; // Return table object
    return { pos: pos, rot: rot, chairs: chairs };
  }, nseats);
  // Return table object
  return { pos: pos, rot: rot, chairs: chairs };
};

var tableRad = util.getRadius('table.obj');
var chairRad = util.getRadius('chair.obj');
var room = util.loadRoom('room.txt');
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2.3.2 Example: Color Palette Design

For our next example, we consider writing a probabilistic program to generate appealing 5-color palettes. Such a program could be used to automatically create color themes for websites, user interfaces, or interior design projects. ‘Appealing’ is a nebulous goal, however, and the most recent work on predicting the quality of color palettes does so by learning from a large number of examples [77]. To keep our example simple, we will instead use heuristics to generate a pleasing subset of all possible palettes.

Figure 2.3 shows the code for this program. It begins by sampling five random colors from the HSV color space. If we draw samples from just this prior distribution, we obtain palettes such as those shown in Figure 2.4a. These completely random palettes are not very appealing, so we clearly need to refine our program. We first add some factors to encourage each color to be pastel (see pastelFactors) and to ensure that adjacent colors are sufficiently far apart in color space that they don’t bleed together (see adjacencyFactors). Performing inference on this program now gives results such as those in Figure 2.4b. These colors are legible and more appealing, but they still lack global harmony. To further improve results, we will restrict our palettes to a specific design scheme: one main color (colors[0]), two accent colors (colors[1] and colors[3]), and two shades of those accent colors (colors[2] and colors[4]). To increase overall color harmony, we add factors to encourage the main and accent colors to be ‘split-complementary’: that is, forming an isosceles triangle when arranged on a color wheel (see complementarityFactors). We then add factors to encourage colors[2] and colors[4] to be the same shade of colors[1] and colors[3], respectively (see shadeFactors). Inference on this complete program now produces samples like those in Figure 2.4c, which appear more balanced and appealing.

2.3.3 Example: 3D Tree Modeling

For our final example, we show a program that generates 3D tree skeletons. Trees are one of the most popular applications of procedural modeling, and outdoor environments in games, movies, and simulations often feature forest-sized swaths of
var pastelFactors = function(colors) {
    // High value and low saturation
    map(function(c) {
        gaussFactor(c[2], 0.75, 0.06);
        gaussFactor(c[1], 0.25, 0.06);
    }, colors);
};

var adjacencyFactors = function(colors) {
    mapIndexed(function(i, c) {
        if (i < colors.length - 1) {
            var c2 = colors[i + 1];
            gaussFactor(dist(c, c2), 0.5, 0.6);
        }
    }, colors);
};

var cos6 = Math.cos(deg2rad(6));
var cos15 = Math.cos(deg2rad(15));
var complementarityFactors = function(hv) {
    gaussFactor(dot(hv[1], hv[2]), cos15, 1);
    gaussFactor(dot(hv[3], hv[4]), cos6, 1);
    gaussFactor(dot(hv[3], hv[1]), cos15, 1);
};

var shadeFactors = function(c, hv) {
    // Same hue
    gaussFactor(dot(hv[1], hv[2]), 1.0, 0.01);
    gaussFactor(dot(hv[3], hv[4]), 1.0, 0.01);
    // Same saturation
    gaussFactor(c[2][1] - c[2][1], 0.0, 0.01);
    gaussFactor(c[3][1] - c[4][1], 0.0, 0.01);
    // Two shades have same lightness difference
    var vdiff12 = c[1][2] - c[2][2];
    var vdiff34 = c[3][2] - c[4][2];
    gaussFactor(vdiff12 - vdiff34, 0.0, 0.01);
};

var genPalette = function() {
    // Sample random colors
    // HSV, components in range [0, 1]
    var colors = repeat(5, function() {
        return {
            uniform(0.0, 1.0), // H
            uniform(0.0, 1.0), // S
            uniform(0.0, 1.0) // V
        };
    });
    // Encourage 'pastel' colors
    pastelFactors(colors);
    // Encourage adjacent color difference
    adjacencyFactors(colors);
    var hueVectors = map(function(c) {
        return polar2rect(1, 2 * Math.PI * c[0]);
    }, colors);
    // Split complementarity
    complementarityFactors(hueVectors);
    // Shades
    shadeFactors(colors, hueVectors);
    return colors;
};

// Perform inference
MCMC(genPalette, {
    samples: 20000,
    onlyMAP: true
}).MAP().val;

Figure 2.3: WebPPL program for generating color palettes.

Figure 2.4: Palettes generated by the program in Figure 2.3 with (a) just the prior distribution, (b) pastel and adjacency factors added, and (c) all factors added.
procedurally-generated vegetation [43].

Figure 2.5 shows the code for this program; genTree is the top-level function. It calls the recursive branch function, each invocation of which generates a single piece of tree branch geometry. These geometries accumulate in the globalStore.geometry list. branch itself is structured much like an L-system [85]: it maintains a current coordinate frame (curr) describing the position, orientation, and size of the last branch generated. Simple random processes determine whether to continue the current branch, whether to generate an offshoot branch, as well as the continuous parameters of these new branches. Figure 2.6a shows an example output from this process.

This program also controls the shape of the generated trees through factors that encourage similarity to a target volume. The program rasterizes the generated geometry in globalStore.geometry onto a 3D voxel grid and performs a cell-by-cell comparison between the resulting grid and a target grid. The result of this comparison feeds into a factor statement that penalizes dissimilarity. Figure 2.6c show a sample from this posterior distribution, given the volume target in Figure 2.6b.

2.3.4 Inference Challenges

In presenting these three examples, we focused on how to express procedural models as probabilistic programs. In the process, we have glossed over some of the ugly details about how inference actual performs on programs such as these.

As show in the example code, we used MCMC inference for all three examples. In particular, WebPPL uses a popular variant of Metropolis-Hastings for probabilistic programs called “lightweight MH” [119]. This algorithm, while elegant and simple to implement, unfortunately performs a significant amount of redundant computation, meaning that inference on our programs takes longer to run than is strictly required. In Chapter 3, we propose a new extension to lightweight MH that eliminates much of this redundant computation. It is especially helpful for recursive programs such as the tree program in Figure 2.5.

Faster MH is not always enough. For each column in Figure 2.4, we generated the three color palettes using three separate runs of MH. Ideally, we would generate
var branch = function(r, curr, i, d, prev) {
  // Stop generating if branches get too small
  if (curr.radius / r >= 0.1) {
    var uprot = gaussian(0, Math.PI / 12);
    var leftrot = gaussian(0, Math.PI / 12);
    var len = uniform(3, 5) * curr.radius;
    var endradius = uniform(0.7, 0.9) * curr.radius;
    // Tree segments represented by two connected conic sections
    var next = utils.advanceFrame(curr, uprot, leftrot, len, endradius);
    var split = utils.findSplitFrame(curr, next);
    var geom = utils.treeSegment(prev, curr, split, next);
    globalStore.geometry = globalStore.geometry.concat([geom]);
    // Recursively branch?
    if (flip(0.5)) {
      // Branches more likely on upward-facing parts of parent branch
      var upnessDistrib = utils.estimateUpness(split, next);
      var theta = gaussian(upnessDistrib[0], upnessDistrib[1]);
      var branchradius = uniform(0.9, 1) * endradius;
      // Branches spawn in middle of parent
      var t = 0.5;
      var b = utils.branchFrame(split, next, t, theta, branchradius);
      branch(r, b.frame, 0, d + 1, b.prev);
    }
  } else {
    // Keep generating same branch?
    if (flip(Math.exp(-0.1*i)))
      branch(r, next, i + 1, d, null);
  }
};

var volTgt = io.loadVolumeTarget('targets/treeProxy_long_2.obj');
var genTree = function() {
  globalStore.geometry = [];
  var start = {
    center: Vector3(0, 0, 0),
    forward: Vector3(0, 1, 0),
    up: Vector3(0, 0, 1),
    radius: uniform(1.5, 2)
  };  
  branch(start.radius, start, 0, 0, null);
  var geom = utils.geomerge(globalStore.geometry);
  // Zero probability if self-intersects
  if (geom.selfIntersects())
    factor(-Infinity);
  // Encourage volumetric similarity
  var resolution = volTgt.targetGrid.dims;
  var grid = utils.VoxelGrid(resolution);
  geom.voxelize(grid, volTgt.bounds, resolution, true);
  var percentSame = volTgt.targetGrid.percentCellsEqual(grid);
  gaussFactor(percentSame, 1, volTgt.percentSameSigma)
  return geom;
};

// Perform inference
MCMC(genTree, {samples: 1000, onlyMAP: true}).MAP().val;

Figure 2.5: WebPPL program for generating 3D tree skeletons.

Figure 2.6: 3D tree skeletons generated by the program in Figure 2.5. (a) A sample from the prior distribution. (c) A sample from the posterior distribution, conditioned on being volumetrically similar to the shape in (b).
multiple such distinct palettes using a single run of the algorithm, but this does not work: MH quickly gets stuck in one mode of the posterior distribution. Why does this occur? complementarityFactor introduces a tight constraint between multiple palette colors, and MH cannot make constraint-respecting coordinated changes to all of them at once. In Chapter 4, we show how to get around design problems like this one using Hamiltonian Monte Carlo.

Tight constraints make it difficult to explore the space of program outputs, but sometimes it can be challenging to find even one high-probability output. The recursive, branching nature of the tree program in Figure 2.5 results in an exponentially-large space of possible tree structures; long sequences of random choices must be carefully coordinated to find a structure which matches the target volume. MCMC, perhaps unsurprisingly, cannot perform this task reliably, and so requires many iterations to converge to a matching result. In Chapter 5, we show how to more quickly and reliably sample from programs like this one using a new variant of Sequential Monte Carlo.

Finally, whether we use MCMC or SMC, both are random search procedures. In Chapter 6, we explore one way of making this search less random: training neural networks to help the program quickly seek out high-probability execution traces.
Chapter 3

Eliminating Redundant Computation in MCMC

As mentioned in Section 2.2, there are many possible implementations of PPL inference, but one popular choice is the ‘Lightweight MH’ framework [119]. Lightweight MH uses a source-to-source transformation to turn a probabilistic program into a deterministic one, where random choices are uniquely identified by their structural position in the program execution trace. Random choice values are then stored in a database indexed by these structural ‘addresses.’ To perform a Metropolis-Hastings proposal, Lightweight MH changes the value of a random choice and re-executes the program, looking up the values of other random choices in the database to reuse them when possible. Lightweight MH is simple to implement and allows PPLs to be built atop existing deterministic languages. Users can thus leverage existing libraries and fast compilers/runtimes for these ‘host’ languages. For example, Stochastic Matlab can access Matlab’s rich matrix and image manipulation routines [119], WebPPL runs on Google’s highly-optimized V8 Javascript engine [30], and Quicksand’s host language compiles to fast machine code using LLVM [89].

Unfortunately, Lightweight MH is also inefficient: when an MH proposal changes a random choice, the entire program re-executes to propagate this change. This is rarely necessary: for many models, most proposals affect only a small subset of the program
execution trace. To update the trace, re-execution is needed only where values can change. Under Lightweight MH, random choice values are preserved and reused when possible, limiting the effect of a proposal to a subset of the changed variable’s Markov blanket (sometimes a much smaller subset, due to context-specific independence [7]). Custom PPL interpreters can leverage this property to incrementalize proposal re-execution [65], but implementing such interpreters is complicated, and using them makes it difficult or impossible to leverage libraries and fast runtimes for existing deterministic languages.

In this chapter, we present a new implementation technique for MH proposals on probabilistic programs that gives the best of both worlds: incrementalized proposal execution using a lightweight, source-to-source transformation framework. It is especially successful at accelerating recursive probabilistic programs with many local latent variables. Our method, C3, is based on two core ideas:

1. **Continuations**: Converting the program into continuation-passing style to allow program re-execution to begin anywhere.

2. **Callsite caching**: Caching function calls to avoid re-execution when function inputs or outputs have not changed.

We first describe how to implement C3 in any functional PPL with first-class functions. Our implementation is integrated into the open-source WebPPL probabilistic programming language [30]; it requires only small changes to how WebPPL programs are normally written. We then compare C3 to Lightweight MH, showing that it gives orders of magnitude speedups on common models such as HMMs, topic models, Gaussian mixtures, and hierarchical linear regression. In some cases, C3 reduces runtimes from linear in model size to constant. We also demonstrate that C3 is nearly an order of magnitude faster on a complex inverse procedural modeling example.

### 3.1 Approach

To illustrate our approach, we use a simple example: a binary state Hidden Markov Model program written in WebPPL (Figure 3.1 Left). This program recursively
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1  // Hidden Markov Model
2  var hmm = function(n, obs) {
3      if (n === 0)
4          return true;
5      else {
6          var prev = hmm(n-1, obs);
7          var state = transition(prev);
8          observation(state, obs[n]);
9          query.add(n, state);
10         return state;
11      }
12  };
13  hmm(100, observed_data);
14  return query;

Figure 3.1: (Left) A simple HMM program in the WebPPL language; the highlighted lines involving query are the only modifications necessary to use our method with this program. (Right) Illustrating the re-execution behavior of different MH implementations in response to a proposal to the random choice $c_i$ shaded in red. Lightweight MH re-executes the entire $hmm$ program, invoking (orange bar) and then unwinding (blue bar) the full chain of recursive calls. Callsite caching allows re-execution to skip all recursive calls under $hmm(i-1, obs)$. With continuations, re-execution only has to unwind from the continuation of choice $c_i$. Combining callsite caching and continuations allows re-execution to terminate upon returning from $hmm(i+1, obs)$, since its return value does not change.

samples latent states (inside the transition function), conditioning on the observations in the obs list (inside the observation function). When invoked, $hmm(N, obs)$ generates a linear chain of latent and observed random variables (Figure 3.1 Right). The values of the latent state variables are stored in the special query table; we will show later how this small modification allows our method to be used with this program.

Consider how Lightweight MH performs a proposal on this program. It first runs the program once to initialize the database of random choices. It then selects a choice $c_i$ uniformly at random from this database (the red circle in Figure 3.1 Right) and changes its value. This change necessitates a constant-time update to the score of $c_{i+1}$. However, Lightweight MH re-executes the entire program, invoking a chain of recursive calls to $hmm$ (the orange bar in Figure 3.1 Right) and then unwinding those calls (the blue bar). This process requires $2N$ such call visits for an HMM with $N$ states.
One strategy for speeding up re-execution is to cache function calls and reuse their results if they are invoked again with unchanged inputs. We call this scheme, which is a generalization of Lightweight MH’s random choice reuse policy, callsite caching. With this strategy, the recursive re-execution of $hmm$ must still traverse all ancestors of choice $c_i$ but can stop at $hmm(i, obs)$: it can reuse the result of $hmm(i-1, obs)$, since the inputs have not changed. As shown in Figure 3.1 Right, using callsite caching can result in less re-execution, but it still requires $\sim 2N$ $hmm$ call visits on average.

Now suppose we instead convert the program into continuation passing style. CPS re-organizes a program to make all data and control flow explicit—instead of returning, functions invoke a ‘continuation’ function which represents the remaining computation to be performed [2]. For our HMM example, by storing the continuation at $c_i$, computation can resume from the point where this random choice is made, which corresponds to unwinding the stack from $hmm(i, obs)$ up to $hmm(N, obs)$. Looking at the ‘Continuations’ row of Figure 3.1, this is a significant improvement over Lightweight MH and is also better than callsite caching. However, it still requires $\sim N$ call visits.

Our main insight is that we can achieve the desired runtime by combining callsite caching with continuations—we call the resulting system $C3$. With C3, re-execution can not only jump directly to choice $c_i$ by invoking its continuation, but it can actually terminate almost immediately: the cache also contains the return values of all function calls, and since the return value of $hmm(i+1, obs)$ has not changed, all subsequent computation will not change either. C3 unwinds only two recursive $hmm$ calls, giving the desired constant-time update. Despite this early termination, the values of all hidden states are still available in the special query table (see Section 3.3.3). Thus C3 is more than the sum of its parts: by combining caching with CPS, it enables incrementalization benefits that neither component can deliver independently.

In the sections that follow, we describe how to implement C3 in a functional PPL. Specifically, we describe how to transform the program source at compile-time (Section 3.2) to make requisite data available to the runtime caching mechanism (Section 3.3).
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3.2 Compile-time Source Transformations

Figure 3.2: Source code transformations used by C3. (Left) Original HMM code. (Middle) Code after applying the caching transform, wrapping all callsites with the cache intrinsic. (Right) Code after applying the function tagging transform, where all functions are annotated with a lexically-unique ID and the values of their free variables.

Lightweight MH transforms the source code of probabilistic programs to compute random choice addresses; the transformed code can then be executed on existing runtimes for the host deterministic language. C3 fits into this framework by adding three additional source transformations: caching, function tagging, and a standard continuation passing style transform for functional languages.

**Caching** This transform wraps every function callsite with a call to an intrinsic cache function (Figure 3.2 Middle). This function performs run-time callsite cache lookups, as described in Section 3.3. We initially left this step to the user, requiring them to hand-annotate calls that should be cached. However, we found that with a simple automatic cache adaptation scheme, the automatic transformation can achieve performance close to that of the optimal hand-annotation without additional user overhead (see Section 3.3.4)

**Function tagging** This transform analyzes the body of each function and tags the function with both a lexically-unique ID as well as the values of its free variables (Figure 3.2 Right). In Section 3.3, we describe how C3 uses this information to decide whether a function call must be re-executed.
The final source transformation pipeline is: caching → function tagging → address computation → CPS. Standard compiler optimizations such as inlining, constant folding, and common subexpression elimination can then be applied. In fact, the host language compiler often already performs such optimizations, which is an additional benefit of the lightweight transformational approach.

3.3 Runtime Caching Implementation

When performing an MH proposal, callsite caching aims to avoid re-executing functions and to enable early termination from them as often as possible. In this section, we describe how C3 efficiently implements both of these types of computational ‘short-circuiting’ for probabilistic functional programs. Figure 3.3 provides high-level code for the main subroutines which govern the caching system.

3.3.1 Cache Representation

We first require an efficient cache structure to minimize overhead introduced by performing a cache access on every function call. C3 uses a tree-structured cache: it stores one node for each function call, where a node’s children correspond to the function’s callees. Random choices are stored as leaf nodes. Thus, the size of the cache is proportional to the runtime of one complete execution of the program.

C3 also maintains a stack of nodes which tracks the program’s call stack (nodeStack in Figure 3.3). During cache lookups, the desired node, if it exists, must be a child of the node on the top of this stack. Exploiting this property accelerates lookups, which would otherwise proceed from the cache root. Altogether, this structure provides expected constant time lookups, additions, and deletions. In addition, by storing a node’s children in execution order, C3 can efficiently determine when child nodes have become ‘stale’ (i.e. unreachable) due to control flow changes and should be removed. A child node is marked unreachable when its parent begins or resumes execution (execute line 8; propagate line 22) and marked reachable when it is executed (execute line 2). Any children left marked unreachable when the parent exits are removed
Figure 3.3: The main subroutines governing C3’s callsite cache. Function calls are wrapped with `cache`, which retrieves (or creates) a cache node for a given address `a`. It calls `execute`, which examines the function call’s inputs for changes and runs the call if needed. Finally, MH proposals use `propagate` to resume re-execution of the program from a particular random choice node which has been changed.

from the cache (execute line 16).

### 3.3.2 Short-Circuit On Function Entry

As described in Section 3.2, every function call is wrapped in a call to `cache`, which retrieves (or creates) a cache node for the current address. C3 then evaluates whether the node’s associated function call must be re-evaluated or if its previous return value can be re-used (the `execute` function). Reuse is possible when the following two criteria are satisfied:
1. The function’s arguments are equivalent to those from the previous execution.

2. The function itself is equivalent to that from the previous execution.

The first criterion can be verified with conservative equality testing; C3 uses shallow value equality testing, though deeper equality tests could result in more reuse for structured argument types. Deep equality testing is more expensive, though this can be mitigated using data structure techniques such as hash consing [32] or compiler optimizations such as global value numbering [95].

The second criterion is necessary because C3 operates on languages with first-class functions, so the identity of the caller at a given callsite is a runtime variable. Checking whether the two functions are exactly equal (i.e. refer to the same closure) is too conservative, however. Instead, C3 leverages the information provided by the function tagging transform from Section 3.2: two functions are equivalent if they have the same lexical ID (i.e. came from the same source location) and if the values of their free variables are equal. C3 applies this check recursively to any function-valued free variables, and it also memoizes the result, as program execution traces often feature many applications of the same function. This scheme is especially critical to obtain reuse in programs that feature anonymous functions, as those manifest as different closures for each program execution.

### 3.3.3 Short-Circuit On Function Exit

When C3 re-executes the program after changing a random choice (using the \texttt{propagate} function), control may eventually return to a function call whose return value has not changed. In this case, since all subsequent computation will have the same result, C3 can terminate execution early by invoking the exit continuation \texttt{kexit}. During function exit, C3’s \texttt{execute} function detects if control is returning from a proposal by checking if the call is exiting without having first been entered (line 20). This condition signals that the current re-execution originated at some descendant of the exiting call, i.e. a random choice node.

Early termination is complicated by inference queries whose size depends on model size: for example, the sequence of latent states in an HMM. In lightweight PPL
implementations, inference typically computes the marginal distribution on program return values. Thus, a naïve HMM implementation would construct and return a list of latent states. However, this implementation makes early termination impossible, as the list must be recursively reconstructed after a change to any of its elements.

For these scenarios, C3 offers a solution in the form of a global \texttt{query} table to which the program can write values of interest. Critically, \texttt{query} has a \textit{write-only} interface: since the program cannot read from \texttt{query}, a write to it cannot introduce side-effects in subsequent computation, and thus the semantics of early termination are preserved. Programs that use \texttt{query} can then simply return it to infer the marginal distribution over its contents.

### 3.3.4 Automatic Cache Adaptation

It is not always optimal to cache every callsite: caching introduces overhead, and some function calls almost always change on each invocation. C3 detects such callsites and stops caching them in a heuristic process we call \textit{adaptive caching}. A callsite is uncached if, after at least $N$ proposals, execution has reached it $M$ times without resulting in either short-circuit-on-entry or short-circuit-on-exit. We use $N = 10$, $M = 50$ for the results presented in this chapter. With these settings, we have observed modest reductions in both cache size (20–65%) and running time (10–45%). These results are also close to those given by the optimal hand-annotation of \texttt{cache} statements. For example, on the LDA example presented in Section 3.4, the automatically-adapted program has runtime within 7% of the optimally hand-annotated program. A small, constant running time overhead remains for un-cached callsites, as calling them still triggers a table lookup to determine their caching status. Future work could explore efficiently re-compiling the program to remove \texttt{cache} calls around such callsites.

### 3.3.5 Optimizations

C3 takes care to ensure that the amount of work it performs in response to a proposal is only proportional to the amount of the program execution trace affected by that proposal. First, it maintains references to all random choices in a hash table, which
provides expected constant time additions, deletions, and random element lookups. This table allows C3 to perform uniform random proposal choice in constant time, rather than the linear time cost of scanning through the entire cache.

Second, proposals may be rejected, which necessitates copying the cache in case its prior state must be restored on rejection. C3 avoids copying the entire cache using a copy-on-write scheme with similar principles to transactional memory [38]: modifications to a cache node’s properties are staged and only committed if the proposal is accepted. Thus, C3 only copies as much of the cache as is actually visited during proposal re-execution.

Finally, continuations which never return may overflow the call stack for long-running programs. Our implementation avoids this problem via a standard *trampolining* optimization: instead of directly invoking its continuation, a CPS’ed function returns a thunk (i.e. a nullary function) which encapsulates the continuation. The program repeatedly calls the series of returned thunks in a loop, thus executing the program with only one function call on the stack at any time.

### 3.4 Experimental Results

We now investigate the runtime performance characteristics of C3. We compare C3 to Lightweight MH, as well as to systems that use only callsite caching and only continuations. This allows us to investigate the incremental benefit provided by each of C3’s components. Our implementation of C3 itself is available as part of the WebPPL probabilistic programming language [30]. All timing data was collected on an Intel Core i7-3840QM machine with 16GB RAM running OSX 10.10.2.

We first evaluate these systems on two standard generative models: a discrete-time Hidden Markov Model and a Latent Dirichlet Allocation model. We use synthetic data, since we are interested purely in the computational efficiency of different implementations of the same statistical inference algorithm. The HMM program uses 10 discrete latent states and 10 discrete observable states and returns the sequence of latent states. We condition it on a random sequence of observations, of increasing length from 10 to 100, and run each system for 10000 MH iterations, collecting a
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Figure 3.4: Comparing the performance of C3 with other MH implementations. (Top) Performing 10000 MH iterations on an HMM program. (Bottom) Performing 1000 MH iterations on an LDA program. (Left) Wall clock time elapsed, in seconds. (Right) Sampling throughput, in proposals per second. 95% confidence bounds are shown in a lighter shade. Only C3 exhibits constant asymptotic complexity for the HMM; other implementations take linear time, exhibiting decreasing throughput.

Sample every 10 iterations. The LDA program uses 10 topics, a vocabulary of 100 words, and 20 words per document. It returns the distribution over words for each topic. We condition it on a set of random documents, increasing in size from 5 to 50, and run each system for 1000 MH iterations.

Figure 3.4 shows the results of this experiment; all quantities are averaged over 20 runs. We show wall clock time in seconds (left) and throughput in proposals per second (right). For the HMM, C3’s runtime is constant regardless of model size, whereas Lightweight MH and CPS Only exhibit the expected linear runtime (approximately $2N$ and $N$, respectively). As discussed in Section 3.1, Caching Only has the same complexity as Lightweight MH but is a constant factor slower due to
Figure 3.5: Comparing C3 and Lightweight MH on an inverse procedural modeling program. (Left) Desired tree shape. (Middle) Example output from inference over a tree program given the desired shape. (Right) Performance characteristics of different MH implementations. C3 delivers nearly an order of magnitude speedup.

caching overhead. For the LDA model, Lightweight MH and CPS Only all exhibit asymptotic complexity comparable with their performance on the HMM. However, Caching Only performs significantly better. The LDA program is structured with nested loops; caching allows re-execution to skip entire inner loops for many proposals. Caching Only must still re-execute all ancestors of a changed random choice, though, so it is slower than C3, which jumps directly to the change point. C3 does not achieve exactly constant runtime for LDA because a small percentage of its proposals affect hierarchical variables, requiring more re-execution. This is a characteristic of hierarchical models in general; in this specific case, conjugacy could be leveraged to integrate out higher-level variables.

We also evaluate these systems on an inverse procedural modeling program. Procedural models are programs that generate random 3D models from the same family. Inverse procedural modeling infers executions of such a program that resemble a target output shape [112]. We use a simple grammar-like program for tree skeletons presented in prior work, conditioning its output to be volumetrically similar to a target shape [91]. We run each system for 2000 MH iterations.

Figure 3.5 shows the results of this experiment. C3 achieves the best performance, delivering nearly an order of magnitude speedup over Lightweight MH. Using caching only does not help in this example, since re-executing the program from its beginning reconstructs all of the recursive procedural modeling function’s structured inputs,
Finally, the figure below shows the results of a wider evaluation: for four models, we plot the speedup obtained by C3 over Lightweight MH (in relative throughput) as model size increases. The four models are: the HMM and LDA models from Figure 3.4, a one-dimensional finite Gaussian mixture model (GMM), and a hierarchical linear regression model (HLR) [126]. The 1-10 normalized Model Size parameter maps to a natural scale parameter for each of the four models; details are available in Appendix A. While C3 offers only small benefits over Lightweight MH for small models, it achieves dramatic speedups of 20-100x for large models.

### 3.5 Related Work

The ideas behind C3 have connections to other areas of active research. First, incrementalizing MCMC proposals for PPLs falls under the umbrella of *incremental computation* [87]. Much of the active work in this field seeks to build general-purpose languages and compilers to incrementalize any program [11]. However, there are also systems such as ours which seek simpler solutions to domain-specific incrementalization problems. In particular, C3’s callsite caching mechanism was inspired in part by recent work in computer graphics on hierarchical render caches [123].

---

1An incomplete, undocumented version of C3’s callsite caching mechanism also appears in the original MIT-Church implementation of the Church probabilistic programming language [29].
C3 bears similarity to the CPS-based self-adjusting computation system developed by Ley-Wild and colleagues [60]. Both this system and C3 use continuations to approximate dynamic data dependencies, and both use some form of function caching to avoid re-executing unchanged computations. Their system aims for generality, using a compiler infrastructure that supports arbitrary changeable data and computation reuse. The restricted needs of our application—MH proposal computation—allow C3 to use a simpler strategy: only random choices are changeable, and computation is only reused from the previously-accepted program execution. This approach is consistent with our goal of keeping the system lightweight. It also has efficiency benefits: since Ley-Wild’s system allows arbitrary changes to data, its change propagation mechanism must examine all of the previous execution’s reads and writes to changeable data to ensure that they are consistent with the data’s current value. In contrast, C3 knows that a proposal makes exactly one change (i.e. to a random choice value), so it can start change propagation from the continuation at that point, as well as terminate change propagation as soon as any function’s return value is unchanged. This ability, along with efficient random choice lookup and cache copy-on-write, enables asymptotically constant-time proposals when the model’s dependence structure supports them.

The Venture PPL features an algorithm to incrementally update a probabilistic execution trace in response to a random choice change [65]. Implemented as part of a custom interpreter, this method walks the trace starting from the changed node, identifying nodes which must be updated or removed, and determining when re-evaluation can stop. C3 performs a similar computation but uses continuations to traverse the execution trace rather than maintaining a complete interpreter state.

The Shred system also incrementalizes MH updates for PPLs [126]. Shred traces a program to remove its control flow and then uses data-flow analysis to produce incremental update procedures for each random choice. This process produces very fast proposal code, but it requires significant implementation cost, and its re-compilation overhead grows very large for programs with high control-flow variability, such as PCFGs. C3’s caching scheme is a dynamic analog to Shred’s static slicing which does not have compilation overhead but may not be as fast for models with fixed control
flow.

The Swift compiler for the BLOG language is another recent system supporting incrementalized MCMC updates [61]. Unlike the above systems, BLOG/Swift uses a possible-world semantics for probabilistic programs, representing program state as a graphical model whose structure changes over time. Swift tracks the Markov Blanket of this model, computing incremental updates to it as model structure changes, allowing it to make efficient MCMC proposals. C3 does not explicitly compute Markov blankets, but its short-circuiting facilities limit re-execution to the subset of a changed variable’s Markov blanket that is affected by the change.

3.6 Chapter Summary

This chapter presented C3, a lightweight, source-to-source compilation system for incrementalizing MCMC updates in probabilistic programs. We have described how C3’s two main components, continuations and callsite caching, allow it both to avoid re-executing function calls and to terminate re-execution early. Our experimental results show that C3 can provide orders-of-magnitude speedups over previous lightweight inference systems on typical generative models. It even enables constant-time updates in some cases where previous systems required linear time. We also demonstrate that C3 improves performance by nearly 10x on a complex, compute-heavy inverse procedural modeling problem. Our implementation of C3 is freely available as part of the open-source WebPPL probabilistic programming language.

C3 provides the most benefit for models where the number of latent variables grows with the dataset size. For models with a small number of global latent variables, C3 will not provide any speedup, and in fact the cache overhead may result in a small constant factor slowdown (though adaptation will remove almost all cache lookups in such cases). This is less a limitation of C3 and more an intrinsic expense of such models: any MH implementation will have to completely re-execute on each proposal.

For the Bayesian data analysis models we showed in this chapter, much of C3’s performance boost comes from its ability to terminate execution early, i.e. achieving constant-time updates for the HMM program. However, programs for which early
termination is not possible can still see significant performance benefits. For example, when the program involves extensive recursive branching, as in the procedural tree program of Section 3.4, C3 can prune large sub-trees from the overall execution trace.
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Exploring Tightly-Constrained Design Spaces

Figure 4.1: Physical realizations of stable structures generated by our system. To create these structures, we write programs that generate random structures (e.g. a random tower or a randomly-perturbed arch), constrain the output of the program to be near static equilibrium, and then sample from the constrained output space using Hamiltonian Monte Carlo.

Considering multiple possibilities is critical in design. Exposure to different examples facilitates creativity—for instance, prototyping multiple alternatives can lead to better-quality final designs [56, 22]. Exploring the whole space of creative options
seems to help people avoid fixation and overcome their unconscious biases [49]. Computation can assist with this exploration by generating suggestions: given a model of the design space, computers can synthesize examples that their users might never have thought of independently. As we argue throughout this thesis, modeling the design space with probabilistic programs provides a powerful combination of generative logic plus constraints.

Real design applications feature a range of constraints, from vague preferences that loosely shape the design space (“Make this object a reddish color”) to strict requirements that eliminate entire regions of the space as undesirable (“This container must hold one liter of liquid, up to manufacturing tolerance”). But the tighter these constraints, the more ill-conditioned the underlying probability distribution becomes. As we will show, basic random walk MCMC methods (such as Lightweight MH and C3) break down when faced with tight constraints, especially in high-dimensional design spaces. To work around this problem, developers can implement complex, application-specific MCMC algorithms that exploit knowledge of constraint structure [48, 98]. This strategy does not scale, however, as it requires new algorithms be developed for each new application. General-purpose solutions would be preferable, especially for use with probabilistic programming.

In this chapter, we take a step toward solving this problem by adopting a different sampling algorithm: Hamiltonian Monte Carlo (HMC). HMC is used in Bayesian statistics to train predictive models with many parameters [76]. It excels when the posterior distribution of the parameters given training data causes some parameters to become highly correlated—the same statistical problem as design variables being strongly coupled by tight constraints. Its performance comes from using the gradient of the probability distribution to take less-random walks through the state space. This gradient can be computed automatically, making HMC a general-purpose, application-agonistic tool. HMC operates on continuous design domains (i.e., subsets of $\mathbb{R}^n$). This property makes it a tool well-suited to graphics applications, since they often feature many continuous quantities (positions, directions, dimensions, colors, etc.)

To evaluate the usefulness of HMC for design suggestion tasks, we implemented the
algorithm in Quicksand, an open-source probabilistic programming language embedded in the Terra language for high-performance computing [89, 18]. We then use our implementation to generate suggestions for two different example applications: vector art coloring and designing stacking structures. These applications employ several challenging and generally-useful constraints, such as physical stability and symmetry. We compare the performance of HMC to classical random walk MCMC on these two examples, demonstrating that HMC provides both qualitatively and quantitatively better design space exploration in the presence of tight constraints.

4.1 Related Work

4.1.1 Design Space Exploration

Design space exploration in computer graphics can be traced back at least as far as the seminal work on Design Galleries by Marks and colleagues [66]. Exploration can be divided into two phases: generating suggestions and navigating between those suggestions. Our work focuses on generating suggestions; other researchers have examined the navigation problem [3, 113].

Researchers have experimented with different algorithmic frameworks for generating design suggestions, including genetic algorithms [124], nonlinear manifold exploration [127], and probabilistic inference [46, 112, 69]. Our system uses probabilistic inference, and the particular inference algorithm it relies on, Hamiltonian Monte Carlo, shares some mathematical similarities with manifold exploration methods.

Design domains can contain discrete variables, continuous variables, or some combination of both. Several existing design suggestion methods operate on purely discrete design spaces, including shape generation by part combination [50, 47] and tiled pattern synthesis [128]. In contrast, our work focuses on continuous design spaces, which are often used to model quantities such as positions, directions, sizes, and colors. In the mixed discrete/continuous regime, an important subclass of design spaces are those where discrete choices dictate the structure of a continuous parameter set [129, 27]. The techniques presented in this chapter can be also applied to the
continuous subsets of these domains, for a fixed setting of the discrete choices.

Probability distributions over design spaces are typically complex, and researchers have explored techniques to make sampling from them more tractable. Parallel tempering, which assists samplers when probability mass is concentrated around multiple modes, is one notable example [112, 69, 62]. In contrast, the techniques we present help when probability mass is concentrated along thin manifolds. The two methods can be used in concert if a design space exhibits both multi-modality and manifold structure.

4.1.2 HMC Applications

HMC has been applied in other areas that require searching through complex design spaces. It has found use in trajectory optimization for robot motion planning [134]. It has also been applied in 3D printing for estimating and correcting material shrinkage during the printing process [41]. Both of these efforts are concerned with optimization problems: they attempt to find the best possible solution in a large design space. In contrast, we seek to explore large sets of possibilities in design spaces.

HMC also been applied to probabilistic programs. One such effort implements HMC in the Church programming language by viewing the gradient computation as a non-standard interpretation of the program [118]. The Stan inference system also uses a variant of HMC to perform inference in user-programmable generative models [?]. For experimenting with graphics applications, we chose to implement HMC in Quicksand [89]. Quicksand generates high-performance, low-level code (whereas Church is a high-level, functional language) and is a general-purpose programming language (whereas Stan uses a statistical modeling domain-specific language)—these properties make it easier to efficiently express graphics programs.

4.2 The Problem: Tight Constraints

To illustrate the problem posed by tight constraints, we examine a token example application, constraining the position of a 2D point, that evokes the kind of constraints
that can arise in spatial layout tasks.

Suppose we constrain the position of a point \((x, y)\) with the following energy penalty:

\[
\text{softeq}(y^4 - y^2 + x^2 - 0.25, 0, \sigma)
\]  

(4.1)

Here, the ‘soft equality’ function \(\text{softeq}(z, \mu, \sigma)\) is an alias for the log of the normal distribution with mean \(\mu\) and variance \(\sigma^2\) evaluated at \(z\) (i.e. \(\log \mathcal{N}(z, \mu, \sigma)\)). In this case, it penalizes points that fall too far from the 0-isocontour of the function \(y^4 - y^2 + x^2 - 0.25\). The bandwidth \(\sigma\) controls the tightness of this factor, or how aggressively it applies its penalty. The top left of Figure 4.2 shows the probability density \(\pi(x, y)\) that results from setting \(\sigma = 0.1\).

To sample from such a distribution, we could use MH: take some initial current state \((x_0, y_0)\), propose a new state \((\tilde{x}_0, \tilde{y}_0)\), and then accept that state if its probability does not decrease by too much. If the proposed state is accepted, it becomes the new current state \((x_1, y_1)\), and the process repeats. A simple, popular choice of proposal strategy is to construct \((\tilde{x}_0, \tilde{y}_0)\) by choosing one of \(x_0\) or \(y_0\) at random and making a small random perturbation to it. The top middle of Figure 4.2 shows 2000 samples drawn from \(\pi(x, y)\) using MH. The samples form a good approximation to the true distribution.

The same does not hold when the constraint is tightened by decreasing \(\sigma\) to 0.005. The bottom left of Figure 4.2 shows the new probability density \(\pi'(x, y)\); the narrow ridges of high probability reflect the tightened constraint. Running MH for the same number of samples on this new distribution gives the result in the bottom middle of Figure 4.2. While MH finds its way to a high-probability region (the phase of sampling statisticians call \textit{burn-in}), it does not fully explore the distribution. Most random perturbations push the point \((x, y)\) off the narrow, high probability ridges, so the perturbation size must be made very small. We also color sample points by time; the spatially-contiguous regions of constant color illustrate the sampler’s slow progress. This is a two-dimensional example chosen for ease of visualization; we could exploit this low-dimensionality and our knowledge of the distribution’s symmetry to do better via brute force. Unfortunately, this isn’t possible for high-dimensional distributions.
Figure 4.2: Tight constraints in action on a simple 2D example. Top left: The probability density of Equation 4.1 with $\sigma = 0.1$. Top middle: Samples drawn from this density using MH. Bottom left: The probability density of Equation 4.1 with $\sigma = 0.005$. Bottom middle: Samples drawn from this density using MH. Bottom right: Samples drawn from this density using HMC. HMC fully explores the distribution when constraints are tight, while MH does not. Samples are colored by time to illustrate the dynamics of the two algorithms.

with unknown shape, where the variable-coupling problem becomes even worse for MH [76].

We can quantify MH’s poor performance using autocorrelation, a measure of how similar successive samples are to one another. This is a standard test for assessing MCMC performance for Bayesian statistics [51]. The green line in Figure 4.3 shows the autocorrelation plot of the MH sampling trace, which is far from the ideal value of zero: since the sampler is stuck in the same part of the state space, many samples are similar, so autocorrelation remains high.

Hamiltonian Monte Carlo performs both qualitatively and quantitatively better
on this example. The bottom right of Figure 4.2 shows samples drawn from $\pi'(x, y)$ by HMC given the same computational budget as MH. Visually, these samples represent the distribution much better, and autocorrelation quickly drops to near-zero (Figure 4.3, blue line).

The way HMC works can be explained by physical analogy. If we invert the probability density landscape in the bottom left of Figure 4.2, the thin ridges become narrow valleys. Imagine placing a ball in one of these valleys and rolling it in some random direction. It would roll up and down the surrounding walls, but it would also make progress down the length of the valley. This is the core process underlying Hamiltonian Monte Carlo: it runs a simulation of frictionless Hamiltonian dynamics using the negative log probability $-\log \pi'(x, y)$ as its potential energy.

In the next section, we describe the Hamiltonian Monte Carlo algorithm and our implementation of it in more detail. We then evaluate our system on two different design suggestion tasks: coloring vector art, and designing stable stacking structures (Section 4.4).
4.3 Hamiltonian Monte Carlo

As shown in the previous section, using MH can result in a sampler that moves very slowly across the state space—producing highly-correlated samples—when multiple variables are strongly coupled by tight constraints.

Hamiltonian Monte Carlo (HMC) is a variant of MCMC that can efficiently explore highly-coupled, high-dimensional continuous distributions. It was originally developed for lattice field theory simulations in statistical physics [23], but has since seen increasing adoption in the Bayesian statistics community (see Neal [76] for an excellent overview and survey).

HMC derives its name from Hamiltonian dynamics, which it uses to generate proposals. For this purpose, Hamiltonian dynamics specify the behavior of a frictionless, unit-mass particle with some position \( \mathbf{x} \) and momentum \( \mathbf{p} \). At a given point in time, the particle has kinetic energy \( K(\mathbf{p}) = \mathbf{p}^T \mathbf{p}/2 \) and potential energy \( U(\mathbf{x}) = -\log \pi(\mathbf{x}) \), the sum of which is called the Hamiltonian: \( H(\mathbf{x}, \mathbf{p}) = K(\mathbf{p}) + U(\mathbf{x}) \).

Given a current state \( \mathbf{x} \) from state space \( \mathbf{X} \), HMC generates proposals as follows:

1. Sample a random momentum \( \mathbf{p} \sim \mathcal{N}(\cdot, 0, \mathbf{I}^n) \).
2. Simulate the dynamics of the particle \( (\mathbf{x}, \mathbf{p}) \) for \( L \) time steps, resulting in the particle \( (\mathbf{x'}, \mathbf{p'}) \).
3. Accept the new particle with probability
   \[
   \min[1, \exp(H(\mathbf{x}, \mathbf{p}) - H(\mathbf{x'}, \mathbf{p'}))].
   \]

Essentially, HMC performs a Metropolis Hastings propose + accept step on an augmented state space where the states are \( (\mathbf{x}, \mathbf{p}) \in \mathbb{R}^n \times \mathbb{R}^n \). Instead of walking through the state space with single steps in random directions, HMC follows long, multi-step paths along the energy landscape defined by \( -\log \pi(\mathbf{x}) \). When this landscape is defined by constraints, as in our applications, adhering to its contours corresponds to constraint satisfaction.

To perform Step 2 above, we must simulate the time evolution of our fictitious
particle. This is governed by the differential equations:

\[
\begin{align*}
\frac{d\mathbf{x}}{dt} &= \nabla_{\mathbf{p}} H(\mathbf{x}, \mathbf{p}) = \nabla K(\mathbf{p}) = \mathbf{p} \\
\frac{d\mathbf{p}}{dt} &= -\nabla_{\mathbf{x}} H(\mathbf{x}, \mathbf{p}) = -\nabla U(\mathbf{x}) = \nabla \log \pi(\mathbf{x})
\end{align*}
\]

which are numerically simulated using the discrete-time update rules

\[
\begin{align*}
\mathbf{p}(t + \frac{\epsilon}{2}) &= \mathbf{p}(t) + \frac{\epsilon}{2} \nabla \log \pi(\mathbf{x}(t)) \\
\mathbf{x}(t + \epsilon) &= \mathbf{x}(t) + \epsilon \mathbf{p}(t + \frac{\epsilon}{2}) \\
\mathbf{p}(t + \epsilon) &= \mathbf{p}(t + \frac{\epsilon}{2}) + \frac{\epsilon}{2} \nabla \log \pi(\mathbf{x}(t + \epsilon))
\end{align*}
\]

known as the *leapfrog* integrator [57]. The leapfrog scheme has two critical properties that make it work for HMC proposals. First, it is a *symplectic* integrator (i.e. the map from \( \mathbf{X} \) to \( \mathbf{X} \) that it defines preserves volume). Second, it is *time-reversible*: if \( \text{leapfrog}((\mathbf{x}, \mathbf{p}), \epsilon) = (\mathbf{x}', \mathbf{p}') \), then \( \text{leapfrog}((\mathbf{x}', -\mathbf{p}'), \epsilon) = (\mathbf{x}, -\mathbf{p}) \). In other words, flipping the direction of momentum and simulating ‘backwards’ returns the system to the state from which it started. These properties are key to proving that HMC satisfies the detailed balance condition and thus defines a valid MCMC sampler [76].

**Parameters** HMC has two parameters: the number of leapfrog steps \( L \) and the simulation step size \( \epsilon \). The tighter the constraints used in a particular application, the smaller \( \epsilon \) must be to keep the Hamiltonian dynamics simulation numerically stable. Consequently, the number of steps \( L \) must increase for HMC proposals to make progress exploring the state space. We use a method proposed by Hoffman and Gelman [40] to automatically set \( \epsilon \) and leave \( L \) as the only free parameter in the system. We found \( L = 100 \) to be sufficient for most of our experiments. There is also a variant of HMC that attempts to automatically, adaptively determine \( L \) as it traverses the state space [40].
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Bounded variables Many design applications require variables with strict bounds (e.g. “this object must be between 10 and 50 cm long”). These can be incorporated into HMC via variable transformation: letting a variable \( x \) be unbounded, but transforming it such that the value \( \tilde{x} \) exposed to the program is bounded. For a variable with both a lower bound \( l \) and an upper bound \( u \), the typical transformation is logistic:

\[
\tilde{x} = l + (u - l) \cdot \frac{1}{1 + \exp(-x)}
\]

Similar transforms exist for one-sided bounds [104].

Implementation We implemented Hamiltonian Monte Carlo in Quicksand, a probabilistic programming language embedded in Terra [89, 18]. We chose this implementation target because Terra is a low-level language that compiles to efficient machine code, which we believe to be important for achieving sufficient performance for graphics applications. We implement HMC as a custom MCMC kernel in Quicksand. Quicksand supports inference over arbitrary programs, including recursive programs and programs whose set of random choices may change based on control flow decisions. Since HMC operates on \( \mathbb{R}^n \), we can only use HMC to explore parts of the execution space with a fixed set of random choices. HMC could be composed with other Quicksand MCMC kernels (such as LARJ-MCMC [129]) to perform inference on structure-changing programs.

Our system uses automatic differentiation (AD) to compute the gradients required by HMC, relieving the user of having to derive gradients manually. In particular, it uses reverse-mode AD, which computes the gradient in just two passes over the program, regardless of state space dimensionality [14, 102]. Efficient symbolic differentiation could also be used for some parts of the program and might further improve performance [34].
4.4 Evaluation

We use our implementation to evaluate the usefulness of HMC for computational design by generating suggestions for two example applications: vector art coloring and building stacking structures. These are two unrelated application domains that both require tight constraints to eliminate undesirable regions of the design space.

We compare the statistical efficiency of HMC with MH and show that HMC’s improved efficiency leads to qualitatively better suggestion results. For fair comparison, we initialize each algorithm by burning in for a fixed number of MH iterations. In all experiments, MH proposal bandwidths are automatically adapted to give $\sim 23\%$ acceptance, and HMC steps sizes are automatically adapted to give $\sim 65\%$ acceptance. Selecting a good target acceptance rate can be highly problem-specific, but there is theoretical evidence that these are good general settings for their respective algorithms [94]. Each algorithm is allotted the same computational budget in terms of program evaluations. An HMC sampler with $L$ leapfrog steps uses $2L$ as many evaluations to generate a sample as an MH sampler (the factor of 2 comes from the reverse-mode AD backwards pass). So if the HMC sampler runs for 1000 iterations using 100 leapfrog steps, MH is allowed to run for $(2 \cdot 100) \cdot 1000 = 200000$ iterations.

We also collect timing data to demonstrate that our implementation generates suggestions quickly enough for practical use. All timing information reported in the following experiments was collected on an Intel Core i7-3840QM machine with 16GB RAM running OSX 10.8.5.

Finally, source code for these examples is available on GitHub at https://github.com/dritchie/graphics-hmc.

4.4.1 Vector Art Coloring

In vector illustrations, a significant portion of a design’s visual impact comes from color choice. Designers must consider semantics as well as aesthetics to create plausible and harmonious colorings. For example, certain objects may be strongly associated with specific colors (e.g. sky to blue), regions that are part of the same material
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### Image Constraints

HMC samples with semantic constraints

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Image</th>
<th>Constraints</th>
<th>HMC Samples with Semantic Constraints</th>
<th>Unconstrained</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><img src="image1.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="constraints1.png" alt="Constraints" /></td>
<td><img src="hmc1.png" alt="HMC Samples" /></td>
<td><img src="unconstrained1.png" alt="Unconstrained" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image2.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="constraints2.png" alt="Constraints" /></td>
<td><img src="hmc2.png" alt="HMC Samples" /></td>
<td><img src="unconstrained2.png" alt="Unconstrained" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image3.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="constraints3.png" alt="Constraints" /></td>
<td><img src="hmc3.png" alt="HMC Samples" /></td>
<td><img src="unconstrained3.png" alt="Unconstrained" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4.4: Vector art colorings with and without semantic constraints. Image: The image template, which maps individually-recolorable regions to different grayscale levels. Constraints: Visualization of the applied constraints. Same-Chroma constraints over regions are visualized with the same hue. White regions have no hue constraints. Lightness-Relation constraints for regions of the same hue are visualized with darker or lighter shades. Additional Lightness-Relation constraints are as follows: Robot: eye centers lighter than helmet lights, helmet lights lighter than helmet and robot body, number “5” darker than body. House: sky lighter than roof and tree highlights, lineart darker than shadows. Rocket: lineart darker than space, stars lighter than middle flame, window darker than rocket body.

...may need to have similar hues, and shading effects may dictate that some regions should be lighter than others.

Previous work has modeled the compatibility of color combinations and arrangements [78, 77, 62]. For pattern images, Lin and colleagues introduce a coloring model composed of soft constraints learned from artist examples [62]. Their system uses MH, augmented with variable swaps and parallel tempering for faster exploration of multiple modes, to sample coloring suggestions from the learned model.

To compare the effectiveness of HMC to MH for coloring constrained vector art,
we add tight semantic constraints to a simplified version of the coloring model by Lin and colleagues. Specifically, we add Same-Chroma constraints, which enforce that two regions should have the same chromatic content (i.e. the same color irrespective of lightness), and Lightness-Relation constraints, which enforce that one region should be brighter or darker than another. These constraints are much tighter than the soft constraints that comprise the base model, and thus they are likely to cause trouble for MH. Refer to Appendix B for the full specification of our coloring model.

Figure 4.4 shows examples of sampling from three vector art images using HMC under multiple Same-Chroma and Lightness-Relation constraints. The first and second columns of the figure show the vector art template and a visualization of the semantic constraints applied. Under these tight constraints, HMC is still able to sample a variety of different colorings.

In Figure 4.5, we compare the performance of HMC and MH under the same computational budget. We ran the HMC sampler for 1000 iterations using 100 leapfrog steps and the MH sampler for the equivalent of 1000 HMC iterations (200000 iterations). The first two columns show ‘coverage maps’ for the two sampling traces, where stronger blue regions indicate that more colors were sampled for that region and that the sampler is exploring the space better. To compute coverage, we discretize CIELAB space into 256 bins (4x8x8) and count the percentage of bins visited for each region. HMC consistently samples more colors than MH. The background in the Bug example has high coverage under MH because it does not participate in any semantic constraints. The third column shows autocorrelation plots for the runs, again demonstrating that the MH samples are more self-similar.

Timings for these examples are shown in Figure 4.6. We report the time consumed by the burn-in phase (the ‘start-up cost’ of the system), the time taken by sampling (when the system is generating useful suggestions) as well as the acceptance ratio of the HMC sampler. The HMC sampler draws around 60 new samples per second (number of samples drawn multiplied by acceptance rate and divided by sampling time). Rates such as these should be sufficient for use in an interactive coloring tool.
Figure 4.5: The first two columns show coverage plots for HMC and MH sampling on the three image templates. Darker shades of blue indicate that more colors were sampled for the given region, while white indicates fewer colors sampled. Colors are counted by discretizing CIELAB space into 256 bins. The last column shows autocorrelation plots comparing HMC and MH.
| Example    | |X| | Burn-in | Sampling | Accept. ratio |
|------------|---|---|---------|----------|--------------|
| Robot (MH) | 57 | 0.12 s | 12.66 s | 0.24     |
| Robot (HMC)| 57 | 0.12 s | 10.61 s | 0.65     |
| House (MH) | 60 | 0.13 s | 13.38 s | 0.24     |
| House (HMC)| 60 | 0.13 s | 10.67 s | 0.65     |
| Bug (MH)   | 30 | 0.06 s | 6.08 s  | 0.24     |
| Bug (HMC)  | 30 | 0.06 s | 3.56 s  | 0.63     |
| Rocket (MH)| 60 | 0.12 s | 14.53 s | 0.23     |
| Rocket (HMC)| 60 | 0.12 s| 10.61 s | 0.63     |

Figure 4.6: Timing data for the examples shown in Figure 4.4. |X| is the number of random choices made by a program.

### 4.4.2 Stable Stacking Structures

People are fascinated with the stability of physical structures. The Leaning Tower of Pisa draws over a million visitors each year, games such as Hasbro’s Jenga and Areaware’s Balancing Blocks have enduring popularity, and balancing rock sculptures have become a form of performance art (Figure 4.7). In this section, we consider the computational design of stacking structures made of rigid blocks that remain stable despite their apparent precariousness.

For a rigid structure to be stable, it must be in **static equilibrium**: the net force and net torque on every component must be zero. In general, these forces are not directly computable from the structure’s geometry but are defined implicitly by this equilibrium condition. We can think of them as random variables whose values are
Figure 4.7: Real-world inspiration for our stable stacking application. Left: Areaware’s Balancing Blocks game. Right: Balancing rock sculpture.

tightly coupled by the equilibrium constraint. This suggests a simple generative model for creating stable structures: generate a random block structure, introduce latent variables representing forces between blocks, encourage equilibrium with a tight constraint, and sample from the resulting distribution using HMC. See Appendix B for the full specification of our statics model.

To keep our example application simple, we consider only convex, hexahedral blocks. While this simplification does not capture all the rich detail of stacking structures in the real world (e.g. the irregular convex polyhedra in Figure 4.7, left), it admits a wide range of stacking arrangements.

Figure 4.8 shows some examples of sampling from a random block stacking program using both HMC and MH. We show three interesting structures sampled by HMC, as well as the ‘average’ structure produced by both algorithms. We also compare the autocorrelation curves of the two sample traces, where autocorrelation is computed by reducing each structure to a vector of all block vertex positions. We
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Figure 4.8: Generating stable block stacks with different criteria. Top: A stack with no additional constraints. Middle: Encouraging the stack to lean in a particular direction. Bottom: Encouraging each block to be twice as large as the block below it. For each scenario, we show three HMC samples, the average of all samples generated by each method (200 for HMC, 400000 for MH), and a comparison of their autocorrelation curves.

ran the HMC sampler with 1000 leapfrog steps for 200 samples and the MH sampler for the equivalent of 200 HMC samples (400000 iterations).

The top row shows results from the stacking program. In the middle row, we add a factor to encourage the stack to lean in a particular direction by penalizing the distance of each block’s center of mass to a target line. We also generate precarious-looking ‘top-heavy’ stacks by adding a factor that encourages each block’s volume to be twice as large as that of the block below it (bottom row). HMC has little trouble exploring the complex probability landscape induced by the stability constraint, but MH struggles, seeking out a local maximum and barely deviating from it. MH generates small structures because we initialize the latent force variables to zero, so it can quickly minimize force and torque residuals by shrinking all blocks to the minimum size allowed by the program.
Figure 4.9 shows this same comparison with programs that generate more topologically-complex structures. HMC again successfully samples many interesting configurations of these structures, whereas MH again becomes stuck. The complex, cyclical contact relationships in these examples make the space of stable configurations more tightly constrained than in the examples of Figure 4.8. This video shows animations of some of these sample traces which better illustrate the dynamics of the different algorithms: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ymt1-w_97sU.

Since it uses softened constraints, HMC in general cannot guarantee that the structures it samples will be exactly in equilibrium, only that they will be close to it. Thus, these examples need more leapfrog steps (1000) because constraint bandwidths have to be kept very tight to keep the sampler sufficiently close to the static equilibrium manifold (see Appendix B). We used a linear program solver to check whether each generated structure satisfies the equilibrium equations, and nearly all of them do.

Timing statistics for these examples are shown in Figure 4.10. In general, running
time scales linearly with the complexity of block topology. The sampling rate is lower than in the coloring examples, since the complexity of the static equilibrium constraint necessitates taking more small leapfrog steps. Each step is also more expensive, since the statics model requires more computation and makes many more random choices.

To illustrate another use of tight constraints, Figure 4.11 shows three structures generated from a simple arch program and the TriArch program with an additional bilateral symmetry constraint. Adding this constraint takes very little extra effort in our system: the program simply reflects the structure about the symmetry plane and then applies a softeq factor to each symmetric pair of block vertices.

To validate our statics model, we built physical prototypes of some structures generated by our system (Figure 4.1). In the program used to generate these examples, we restricted block shapes to be planar extrusions to allow us to easily cut them out of wood stock. All blocks shown were cut from 38 mm (1\(\frac{1}{4}\) in) poplar, whose density

| Example         | |X| | Burn-in | Sampling | Accept. ratio |
|-----------------|---|-----|---------|----------|--------------|
| Stack (MH)      | 118 | 30.57 s | 65.22 s | 0.23     |
| Stack (HMC)     | 118 | 36.30 s | 148.76 s| 0.61     |
| Lean (MH)       | 118 | 24.10 s | 48.39 s | 0.23     |
| Lean (HMC)      | 118 | 27.90 s | 118.86 s| 0.62     |
| TopHeavy (MH)   | 118 | 33.35 s | 58.48 s | 0.23     |
| TopHeavy (HMC)  | 118 | 38.04 s | 186.62 s| 0.59     |
| Platforms (MH)  | 330 | 62.52 s | 118.75 s| 0.25     |
| Platforms (HMC) | 330 | 62.54 s | 279.9 s | 0.59     |
| Wheel (MH)      | 555 | 93.76 s | 688.70 s| 0.26     |
| Wheel (HMC)     | 555 | 98.04 s | 729.54 s| 0.63     |
| TriArch (MH)    | 555 | 94.90 s | 191.25 s| 0.26     |
| TriArch (HMC)   | 555 | 95.5 s  | 700 s   | 0.62     |

Figure 4.10: Timing data for the examples shown in Figures 4.8 and 4.9. |X| is the number of random choices made by a program.
and coefficient of friction we estimated as 425 kg/m³ and 0.3, respectively [5].

To increase the stability of a structure, we can enforce that it be stable under some class of perturbations, rather than at a single rest configuration. Figure 4.12 shows a block stack generated under the constraint that it stand under as much as ±10° tilts of its ground plane. To enforce this condition, we write a program that generates a random stack as before, then rotates the entire scene ±10° about one axis, applying a stability constraint at each rotation.

The generated structures shown thus far are not necessarily stable at every step
of their construction, which can complicate the process of physically building them. We can mitigate this problem by applying a stability factor at intermediate phases of structure generation, as opposed to just one at the end. Figure 4.13 shows three example stacks generated this way. To generate more exciting structures under this constraint, one could write programs that use temporary scaffolding to hold the structure up, treat the presence and configuration of that scaffolding as random variables, and infer plausible build processes. This is a promising avenue for future work.

4.5 Chapter Summary

This chapter introduced Hamiltonian Monte Carlo to probabilistic computational design. We implemented HMC in a high-performance probabilistic programming language, and we evaluated it on two example applications, showing that it can efficiently generate suggestions in highly-constrained scenarios.

HMC relies on the gradient $\nabla \log \pi(x)$ to make proposals, so the probability $\pi$ must be continuous and differentiable everywhere. This requirement limits the factors that can be used to define $\pi$. For example, $\min$ and $\max$ are useful for defining penalty functions but cannot be used directly, though they can often be approximated with relaxed versions. Graphics applications often feature other complex, highly-discontinuous functions, such as rendering and collision. These functions might also be similarly relaxed through smooth interpretation, a technique for automatically
deriving a smooth, differentiable approximation of programs [10].

Complex hard constraints also remain challenging; sufficiently tight soft constraints may be acceptable, as in the case of our stacking equilibrium examples, but this will not always be the case. An extension to HMC that explicitly adheres to a manifold may provide a good solution [8]. Complex constraints on discrete variables are also difficult—integrating SAT solvers into MCMC methods has been shown provide some traction here [125].
Chapter 5

Handling Branching Structure with SOSMC

Figure 5.1: Controlling the output of highly-variable procedural modeling programs using our Stochastically-Ordered Sequential Monte Carlo algorithm. Here, the controls encourage volumetric similarity to a target shape (shown in black).

The inference algorithms described in the previous two chapters both belong to the family of Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) methods. But other Bayesian posterior sampling algorithms are available: another popular choice is Sequential Monte Carlo (SMC). SMC uses a set of samples, or particles, to represent a distribution that changes over time as new evidence is observed. As the distribution changes, SMC shifts more particles (and thus more of its computational budget) to higher-probability regions of the state space. For probabilistic models that fit this pattern of
‘evidence arriving over time,’ such as modeling the location of a mobile robot, SMC is often the method of choice: the incremental evidence it receives provides feedback early and often, allowing it to converge quickly [21]. In contrast, MCMC receives feedback only after running through the entire model.

This ‘incremental evidence’ pattern could be beneficial for controlling procedural models. Many popular classes of procedural models in graphics, such as tree models, feature deep branching structures. Controlling such a model to, say, produce a particular shape thus requires careful coordination between long chains of random variables.

Can we use Sequential Monte Carlo to control procedural models? Procedural models are typically hierarchical and recursive—we need to cast them instead as sequential processes, where control can be imposed incrementally over time. Fortunately, representing procedural models with probabilistic programs makes this easy, since programs have sequential semantics: they execute in a series of discrete time steps. Control can be imposed incrementally by evaluating a scoring function on the incomplete model at each step, providing an estimate as to how well the algorithm is doing thus far.

However, there are multiple ways to sequentialize a structured procedural modeling program—and as we will show, SMC does not always perform well using the depth-first ordering given by most modern, stack-based programming languages. It is typically not clear \textit{a priori} what the best ordering(s) will be for a given program and control scoring function: in the absence of any special knowledge, a good strategy might be to execute the program in \textit{random} order.

Following this insight, we introduce a new variant of SMC, \textit{Stochastically-Ordered Sequential Monte Carlo (SOSMC)}, in which each particle executes the program in an independent, random order. We also prove that this algorithm is a correct, asymptotically-unbiased sampler for the posterior distribution defined by the constrained program. To implement SOSMC for procedural models expressed as general-purpose probabilistic programs, we also introduce a new programming primitive, the \textit{stochastic future}, whose use requires minimal modification to the original program. We then show that SOSMC can handle a range of procedural models and controls
explored in the literature, and that it generates better-scoring samples under tight time budgets than either normal SMC or Metropolis-Hastings (MH). For small computational budgets, SOSMC’s outputs often score nearly twice as high as those of normal SMC or MH.

We give a high-level overview of our main insights and approach in Section 5.2, then we formally describe the SOSMC algorithm in Section 5.3 and our prototype implementation in Section 5.4. In Section 5.5, we evaluate the algorithm’s performance on a variety of procedural models with constraints and compare to other sampling methods.

5.1 Related Work

**Controlled Procedural Modeling** As covered in Section 2.1, several existing projects aim to control procedural models through probabilistic inference. One uses reversible-jump MCMC to direct the output of stochastic context free grammars [112]. Another uses similar MCMC techniques to guide L-system-based trees toward a target polygonal model [106]. Others develop new trans-dimensional MCMC methods to solve complex layout problems [129] or use MCMC to make parameterized models of urban environments satisfy desired criteria [114]. These all use MCMC as their core control algorithm; in contrast, we focus on Sequential Monte Carlo for its potential performance benefits.

There have also been several non-probabilistic approaches to directing procedural models. Environmentally-sensitive L-systems and Open L-systems allow communication between a procedural model and its environment [86, 75]. Another approach decomposes the modeling domain into geometric guides to which the procedural model should adhere [4]. These approaches affect the model as it evolves. Our approach can be thought of as generalizing this type of control using probabilistic inference.

**Sequential Monte Carlo** Sequential Monte Carlo has a long history, beginning with the simulation of self-avoiding polymer chains [37, 96]. A critical point came with the introduction of a resampling step, allowing the reallocation of particles according
to their probability [31, 108]. The resulting algorithm, called the bootstrap filter, was designed for linear time-series processes. We extend it for structured processes by linearizing the process and treating the linearization order as additional set of random variables. It can be shown that, as the number of SMC particles approaches infinity, their distribution approaches the target posterior density [100, 31]. We prove that this distribution is invariant under linearization order, thus re-ordering does not change program semantics.

**SMC in Computer Graphics** Sequential Monte Carlo has found applications in computer graphics already. It has been applied to Monte Carlo integration for physically-based rendering, in particular rendering with participating media [26, 80]. It has also been used to control virtual characters responding to dynamic environments [36]. These applications have straightforward sequential interpretations: propagation of light along a path through space, or the motion of a character over time. In contrast, we focus on structured procedural models, which have many possible sequentializations.

SMC belongs to the family of *population-based methods*, which evolve a population of samples toward some desired goal. This general approach has also been used for 3D shape design [124]. This system maintains a complete set of shapes at all times, whereas ours works with incomplete shapes defined by partial program executions.

**SMC for Probabilistic Programs** Sequential Monte Carlo has also previously been applied to probabilistic programs. Anglican implements several SMC methods, including sophisticated SMC/MCMC hybrids [121]. Probabilistic C uses OS multiprocessing primitives to construct efficient, parallel implementations of these same algorithms [79]. It is also possible to implement these algorithms using a continuation-passing-style compiler [30]. These systems are restricted to handling a fixed number of time steps—the common case in statistical inference, where each step corresponds to a data point. In contrast, we are concerned with scenarios that have a variable number of steps, as this situation arises often with structured, recursive procedural models.
5.2 Approach

![Diagram]

Figure 5.2: (a) A program that generates simple random spaceships. Orange-highlighted function calls can be executed in any order with respect to one another. (b) SMC resampling favors higher-scoring states, so particles that fill in the body first will dominate. Under fixed ordering, particles skip wing generation altogether, whereas random ordering can defer wing generation until after body generation.

In this chapter, we focus on programs that generate models through hierarchical, recursive accumulation of geometric primitives into an implicit global state. To illustrate our approach, we use an example program that generates random simplified spaceships out of blocks (Figure 5.2a). The program generates the ship body by placing a random number of contiguous blocks and may randomly grow wings, also made of a random number of blocks, from any body segment. For brevity, we do not show pseudocode for the wing-creation function `maybeGenWing`—its structure is similar to that of `genShip`. We will use SMC to sample from this program under a scoring function that encourages similarity to a target shape.

SMC runs $N$ copies of the program, called particles, (conceptually) in parallel. Particles execute until they arrive at a barrier synchronization point—this is the sampling phase. In our procedural modeling programs, barriers occur when programs generate a new geometric primitive. SMC computes the score of each particle and then randomly samples $N$ particles in proportion to their scores: high-scoring particles are sampled more often, and low-scoring ones are sampled less often, or not at all. This is the resampling phase, and these new particles become the input for the next sampling phase. Resampling ensures that the algorithm concentrates particles (and
Algorithm 1 SMC for procedural modeling programs

procedure SMC(program, scorefn, N)
    \( P \leftarrow N \) new particles (instances of \( \text{program} \))
    \( W \leftarrow N \) real-valued weights
    \text{while} some particle \( p \in P \) has not terminated \text{do}
        \text{// Sample}
        for all unterminated particles \( p \in P \) do
            Run \( p \) until it generates a new geometric primitive
        \text{// Score}
        for \( i = 1 \) to \( N \) do
            \( W(i) \leftarrow \text{scorefn}(P(i)) \)
        \text{normalize}(W)
        \text{// Resample}
        \( P \leftarrow \text{WEIGHTEDSAMPLEN}(P, W, N) \)

thus its computational budget) in high-scoring regions of the state space. Essentially, SMC operates like a stochastic version of beam search [6]. Algorithm 1 shows high-level pseudocode for running SMC on procedural modeling programs.

The first column of Figure 5.2b shows a hypothetical set of particles that have passed the first barrier—that is, they have placed one primitive, which in this case must be a body segment. At the next barrier (second column), some particles will randomly start growing wings from the first body segment, while others will instead proceed with the next body segment. Because body segments are larger than wing segments, placing a body segment brings the model closer to the target more quickly than placing a wing segment. Thus, the resampling phase will favor particles that place body segments over those that place wing segments—body-segment particles will dominate the next round (third column).

Consider the calls to genShip and maybeGenWing, highlighted in orange in Figure 5.2a. These calls generate independent components of the model and could in principle interleave their execution in any order with respect to one another. However, most programming languages will execute them in a fixed, depth-first order, which causes a problem in this example: all of the second-round particles decided not to generate wings on the first body segment, and SMC has no mechanism to reverse that decision.
The best possible result from this point on are ships with bodies that match the target, but no wings (Figure 5.2b, red box). We could try to eliminate this problem by only resampling after body segment generation, but this would leave wing generation without any guidance from resampling, requiring it to match the target by pure chance. And even if this fix worked, it would be specific to this program—we seek general-purpose solutions that work for any procedural model.

Now suppose each particle executes the calls to `genShip` and `maybeGenWing` in a random order. This means that some second-round particles likely deferred execution of `maybeGenWing` and instead continued executing `genShip`—they have yet to decide if they will generate wings on the first body segment. By deferring this decision, SMC can generate results that have both body and wings that match the target (Figure 5.2b, green box). Sequential Monte Carlo is a form of importance sampling, and here execution order randomization helps it sample the most important objects first.

These execution-order-sensitive situations do not occur in the linear time-series models for which SMC was developed, but they frequently arise in structured procedural modeling. It is clear that some orderings are better than others, but it is not always clear which orderings those are. Even if known, it is cumbersome to explicitly express specific orderings in the program text. And finally, the best orderings depend upon the score function being used—it is unreasonable to expect the programmer to restructure her code for each new control imposed on a model.

This is the motivation behind Stochastically-Ordered Sequential Monte Carlo: since we cannot know what execution orderings are good *a priori*, we randomize them, in the hope that randomization will discover good orderings on average. After formally describing SOSMC and its implementation in Sections 5.3 and 5.4, we show that randomization does lead to reliably better results, both qualitatively and quantitatively (Section 5.5).

### 5.3 SOSMC

Having outlined our approach intuitively, we now formally define the probability distribution sampled by the SOSMC algorithm. SMC algorithms are specified as
sampling from a sequence of distributions \( p_1, p_2, \ldots \); the final distribution \( p_N \) is often the one of interest. These distributions are usually defined over a growing set of variables \( x \), e.g. \( p_1(x_1), p_2(x_1, x_2) \), and so on. These variables typically represent states which evolve over time.

Defining such a sequence of distributions for SOSMC is more complicated, as general procedural modeling programs follow a structured execution that does not conform to a single, linear time-series interpretation. Thus, we augment our state space of variables \( x \) to include execution ordering choice variables \( o \) in addition to the program’s own random choice variables \( r \).

We define the intermediate distribution \( p_n \) to be the distribution over all execution traces which generate \( n \) or fewer geometric primitives. Let \( x_n \) be the sequence of all random choices made up to primitive \( n \), where \( x_0 \) is empty. As subsets of this sequence, let \( r_n \) denote the procedural model’s random choices, and let \( o_n \) denote the ordering choices. We will sometimes refer to \( r \) as a trace through the procedural model program. The intermediate distribution \( p_n \) can then be defined recursively as

\[
p_n(x_n) = p_{n-1}(x_{n-1}) \cdot p(x_n|x_{n-1})
\]

where \( x_{n,j:k} \) are the \( j \)th to \( k \)th random variables generated up to primitive \( n \). The form of the per-variable conditional probability \( p(x_n,i|x_{n,1:(i-1)}, x_{n-1}) \) depends on the type of the variable \( x_{n,i} \). If it is one of the procedural model’s random choices, then the conditional probability is a function of the variable’s parents in the program’s dataflow graph and depends on the primitive distribution from which the variable is drawn (e.g. uniform, Gaussian):

\[
p_{r}(x_{n,i}|x_{n,1:(i-1)}, x_{n-1}) = p(x_n,i|\text{par}(x_{n,i}))
\]

If \( x_{n,i} \) is an ordering choice, then the conditional probability is defined by an ordering policy \( \pi \). This policy determines how to select the next subcomputation to continue when the currently-executing subcomputation finishes, or when a particle
synchronization barrier is reached (i.e. when a geometric primitive is generated).

We are concerned with two ordering policies. The first is the deterministic policy:

\[ \pi_D(x_{n,i}|x_{n,1:(i-1)}, x_{n-1}) = \begin{cases} 1 & \text{if } x_{n,i} = N(x_{n,1:(i-1)}, x_{n-1}) \\ 0 & \text{otherwise} \end{cases} \]

where \( N(x_{n,1:(i-1)}, x_{n-1}) \) is the number of subcomputations that could be continued at this point. This policy chooses the last option, equivalent to popping the top of a stack, with 100% probability. This behavior corresponds to running a program with depth-first execution ordering—normal SMC, in other words.

The second ordering policy of interest is the stochastic policy:

\[ \pi_S(x_{n,i}|x_{n,1:(i-1)}, x_{n-1}) = \frac{1}{N(x_{n,1:(i-1)}, x_{n-1})} \]

which uniformly at random chooses a subcomputation to continue. This behavior corresponds to running a program with randomized execution order—the full SOSMC algorithm.

Thus far, we have only defined the prior distribution specified by the program itself. We already know how to sample from this distribution: run the program forward. Sampling only becomes challenging when we include a likelihood term that shapes the distribution. Our likelihood term is given by a user-provided score function \( s(\cdot) \). Critically, this score function must be defined for partial execution traces \( r_n \), not just complete execution traces. The total, unnormalized posterior density at step \( n \) is

\[ F_n(x_n) = s(r_n) \cdot p_n(x_n) \]

The full, normalized probability distribution from which SOSMC samples at step \( n \) is

\[ P_n^{\pi}(x_n) = \frac{F_n(x_n)}{Z_n^\pi} \]

where \( Z_n^\pi \) is the partition function which normalizes the distribution and depends on the ordering policy \( \pi \). The final distribution in this sequence is \( P_N^\pi \): the distribution
over complete runs of the program. As the number of SMC particles approaches infinity, their distribution approaches the target posterior density [100, 31]. Thus, SOSMC is an asymptotically-unbiased sampler for $P^N_N$.

In Appendix C, we show that the marginal distribution on generated models is the same under the stochastic ordering policy $\pi_S$ as under the deterministic policy $\pi_D$. In other words, if we consider only the final state and not the order in which it was generated, then SOSMC draws samples from the desired distribution. The proof proceeds by marginalizing out the ordering choices $o_N$ and showing that the two policies generate equivalent sets of complete traces $r_N$. Finally, the $N$ subscript indicates that our programs always terminate after a finite number of steps. The proof in Appendix C operates in this setting, but it also discusses programs that almost always terminate (i.e. terminate with probability one).

5.4 Implementation Using Stochastic Futures

To implement execution order randomization, we need a mechanism for interleaving the execution of different function calls with respect to one another. This requirement suggests looking at concurrent programming primitives. We settled on futures, a lightweight concurrency primitive that operates at the function call level [35]. Futures were originally designed for fine-grained parallelism, but we use them for a different interpretation of concurrency: sequential, interleaved programming. When called, a future may or may not begin executing, but it must finish executing when the program requests its return value. One common programming interface for futures allows for their creation by wrapping a function call with `future.create` and requesting their values by calling a `force` function. The interface to stochastic futures includes two more features:

- `future.switch()`: Switch control to and resume executing some other (random) active future. Our SOSMC implementation calls this function after every resampling step, allowing resampled particles to take different paths through the program as they advance.
• `future.finishall()`: Finish all active futures. Our programs generate geometry by appending to an implicit global model state, so most futures do not have a return value (e.g. the highlighted lines in Figure 5.2a). Our SOSMC implementation calls this function at the end of every program to force all such futures to finish.

To achieve the best performance with SOSMC, a procedural modeling program should use a stochastic future wherever it makes a branching decision predicated on a random choice. In our implementation, we insert these futures manually, since these situations are easy to identify in practice and typically occur near natural function call boundaries (e.g. `maybeGenWing` in Figure 5.2a). It should also be possible to automatically transform programs into this form using source-to-source compilation guided by simple static analysis (i.e. detecting when a random value flows into a conditional expression or statement).

Note that since function calls may execute in an arbitrary order, the program must be thread safe: any accesses to shared data can be reordered without changing program behavior. In our implementation, the only shared data structure is the global model state, and adding geometry to this state is an associative operation.

Implementing stochastic futures requires the ability to arbitrarily switch between different in-progress computations. Higher-level concurrency primitives are often implemented atop lower-level ones, such as threads. For stochastic futures, *coroutines* are a natural choice of implementation primitive. Coroutines are a generalization of subroutines that can suspend their execution, yield control to another coroutine, and then resume later. They were designed for sequential concurrency in the form of cooperative multitasking [17]. Algorithm 2 outlines an implementation of `switch`, `force`, and `finishall` in terms of asymmetric coroutines. Calling `finishall` initiates a loop that drives the random execution of futures, while `switch` and `force` determine when control returns to this loop.

We implement a prototype of SOSMC in Lua, with performance-critical components such as mesh voxelization and intersection implemented as high-performance extensions in Terra [18]. Following Algorithm 2, we implement stochastic futures using Lua’s native coroutines. To perform weighted particle resampling, we use the
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Algorithm 2 Implementing stochastic futures with coroutines

\[ q \leftarrow \{ \} \]  // A global queue of active futures
\[ curr \leftarrow \text{nil} \]  // The currently-running future

\textbf{procedure} \textsc{switch}()
\hspace{1em} \textsc{coyield}()
\textbf{procedure} \textsc{force}(\text{future})
\hspace{1em} // Suspend the forcing future until this future is finished
\hspace{1em} \[ q \leftarrow q \setminus \{ curr \} \]
\hspace{1em} \[ \text{future.waiters} \leftarrow \text{future.waiters} \cup \{ curr \} \]
\hspace{1em} \textbf{return} \textsc{coyield}()
\textbf{procedure} \textsc{finishall}()
\hspace{1em} // Randomly continue futures until all are finished
\hspace{1em} \textbf{while} \neg \text{\textsc{empty}(\textit{q})} \textbf{do}
\hspace{2em} \[ f \leftarrow \textsc{uniformdraw}(q) \]
\hspace{2em} \textsc{continue}(f)
\textbf{procedure} \textsc{continue}(\textit{future})
\hspace{1em} \[ curr \leftarrow \textit{future} \]
\hspace{1em} \[ retvals \leftarrow \textsc{coresume}(\textit{future.co}, \textit{future.args}) \]
\hspace{1em} \[ \text{future.args} \leftarrow \{ \} \]
\hspace{1em} \textbf{if} \ \textsc{cofinished}(\textit{future.co}) \ \textbf{then}
\hspace{2em} // Reactivate any suspended futures that were waiting
\hspace{2em} // for this one to finish
\hspace{2em} \textbf{for all} \ w \in \textit{future.waiters} \textbf{do}
\hspace{3em} \[ w.\text{args} \leftarrow retvals \]
\hspace{3em} \[ q \leftarrow q \cup \{ w \} \]
\hspace{3em} \[ q \leftarrow q \setminus \{ \textit{future} \} \]

well-known systematic resampling scheme for its simplicity and practical variance reduction properties; we also found residual resampling to work well [20]. The source code for our implementation can be found here: https://github.com/dritchie/procm. For the comparisons to Metropolis Hastings in Section 5.5, we also implement Lightweight MH in Lua [119].

Both our prototype SMC and MH implementations must, on each iteration, replay the program trace from its beginning, though generated geometry and derived quantities are cached and not recomputed. This gives them both a quadratic time
complexity in the depth of the program. In Chapter 3, we demonstrated how to elim-
inate this overhead for MH. SMC for probabilistic programs can also be implemented
without this overhead. Rather than replaying traces, particles could suspend and
then resume at each sample/resample step. Resampling then requires copying sus-
pended particles, which can be implemented efficiently with a construct like POSIX
fork [79]. In a purely functional language, suspended particles can also be represented
with continuations [30].

Finally, while our prototype implementation is serial, SMC is very straightforward
to parallelize, which further enhances its performance potential. Particles can be
evolved independently in parallel in the sampling phase and then gathered for the
resampling phase using barrier synchronization.

5.5 Evaluation

We now demonstrate the ability of SOSMC to quickly and reliably generate high-
quality procedural modeling samples. As test cases, we have chosen a variety of
programs and controls that span a range of useful features, many of which have
been explored previously in the literature [112]. We show that SOSMC can draw
useful samples from these programs and controls, and that it generates higher-scoring
samples than SMC or MH given small computational budgets. In all examples, we
impose an additional score function which prevents geometry self-intersections by
assigning a zero score to such configurations.

5.5.1 Volume Matching

It can be useful to control the overall 3D shape of a model via a rough geometric
proxy. We implement this control volumetrically. If $V_{\text{target}}$ is a target binary voxel
grid defined over domain $\mathcal{D}$, and $V_r$ is the voxelization of the model described by
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Figure 5.3: SOSMC sampling from a random building complex model with volume matching applied.

execution trace $r$ onto $D$, then the volume matching score function $s_{\text{vmatch}}$ is

$$s_{\text{vmatch}}(r) = \mathcal{N}(\text{sim}(V_r, V_{\text{target}}), 1, \sigma) \cdot \mathcal{N}(\varepsilon_{\text{out}}(r), 0, \sigma)$$

$$\text{sim}(V_1, V_2) = \frac{1}{|D|} \sum_{x \in D} \mathbb{1}\{V_1(x) = V_2(x)\}$$

where $\text{sim}(V_1, V_2)$ returns a $[0,1]$ similarity score for two voxel grids. $\varepsilon_{\text{out}}(r)$ returns the maximum amount to which the model defined by $r$ extends outside $D$ along any dimension. The first normal term in $s_{\text{vmatch}}(r)$ encourages similarity to the target volume. The second term penalizes growing beyond $D$, where the target volume is not defined. We use a 2% error tolerance in all of our experiments ($\sigma = 0.02$) unless otherwise specified.

Figure 5.1 shows some examples of spaceships and trees sampled according to this score function using SOSMC. Figure 5.3 applies the same score function to encourage a building complex to take on a crescent-like shape.
5.5.2 Object Avoidance

Volume matching allows an artist to specify what regions of space a model should occupy; it can also be valuable to specify the space a model should not occupy. For this control, the user provides a set of objects with which the model should avoid contact. We rasterize these objects onto a binary voxel grid \( V_{\text{avoid}} \). The object avoidance score function \( s_{\text{avoid}} \) is then

\[
s_{\text{avoid}}(r) = \prod_{x \in D} \mathbb{1}\{V_r(x) \uparrow V_{\text{avoid}}(x)\}
\]

where \( \uparrow \) is logical NAND. This function imposes a hard constraint: it returns 0 if \( V_r \) and \( V_{\text{avoid}} \) have any mutually filled cells and 1 otherwise.

Figure 5.4 shows two examples of using object avoidance to generate trees that avoid obstacles. On the left, the tree avoids a wall with three protruding ledges; on the right, it grows through and around the SIGGRAPH logo. These examples also use a weaker version of the volume matching score function (\( \sigma = 0.05 \)) to encourage
the trees to grow to a tall, full shape.

### 5.5.3 Image Matching

It is also useful to specify projective properties of a model, such as how it looks from a particular viewpoint or when lit from a particular angle. We implement this type of control through image-based comparisons. If $I_{\text{target}}$ is a target binary image defined over domain $\mathcal{D}$, and $I_r$ is a rendering of the model described by trace $r$ onto $\mathcal{D}$, then the *image matching* score function $s_{\text{imatch}}$ is

$$s_{\text{imatch}}(r) = \mathcal{N}\left(\text{sim}(I_r, I_{\text{target}}), 1, \sigma\right)$$

where $\text{sim}(I_1, I_2) = \frac{\sum_{x \in \mathcal{D}} W(x) \cdot 1 \{I_1(x) = I_2(x)\}}{\sum_{x \in \mathcal{D}} W(x)}$.

where $W$ is a ‘weight image’ defined over $\mathcal{D}$. The weight image allows users to draw strokes over parts of the image domain where strict matching is more or less important. For the results shown in this chapter, $W$ is uniform unless explicitly shown. As with volume matching, $\sigma$ is 0.02 unless otherwise specified.

Figure 5.5 shows a use of the image matching scoring function to enforce a target silhouette for a building complex when viewed from a particular angle. Note that the generated model is still free to exhibit random structure when viewed from other angles.

In Figure 5.6, we use image matching to control the profile of a spaceship. The generated models bear strong similarity to the target image when viewed from the front but are otherwise unconstrained, revealing diverse structure when viewed from other angles.

Figure 5.7 shows another use of image matching: controlling the shadows cast by toy blocks strewn about a floor. Here, we decrease the score error tolerance by an order of magnitude ($\sigma = 0.002$), use a weight image that places 10 times more weight on the outline of the target face image, and increase the particle count ($N = 1500$). These changes help SOSMC to match the fine details along the shadow silhouette edge. Again, the blocks in this example appear randomly arranged when viewed from
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Figure 5.5: The image matching scoring function is used to control the appearance of a building complex from a particular viewpoint. (Left): The model as viewed from the target viewpoint. (Right): The model viewed from above.

other angles.

In Figure 5.8, we use image matching to shape the shadow cast by a network of rectangular pipes. We lower the score error tolerance to $\sigma = 0.0005$ to encourage SOSMC to fill in the shadow as completely as possible while avoiding extrusions beyond the desired silhouette. For our implementation, this is more practical than increasing particle count due to the model’s extreme depth.

5.5.4 Quantitative Evaluation

Table 5.1 shows timing statistics for the examples presented in this section. The second-to-last column shows the number of particles used by SOSMC; we find that 300 particles is sufficient to generate high-quality results in most cases. The last column reports the time taken to generate the example; for figures that show multiple output models, the time reported is the average time to generate them. All timing data was collected on an Intel Core i7-3840QM machine with 16GB RAM running
Figure 5.6: Using image matching to control the appearance of a spaceship’s front profile. The SOSMC-sampled results closely match the target when viewed head on but exhibit a variety of structures when viewed from other angles.

Figure 5.7: Using the image matching scoring function to control the shape of cast shadows in a scene with toy blocks scattered on a floor. Face silhouette image derived from a template created by Milliande Printables (http://www.melliande-printables.com/face-silhouette-woman-stencil.html).
OSX 10.8.5. Times for simpler models, such as the spaceship, are already fast enough (a few seconds) to be used in interactive settings. As noted in Section 5.4, generation times for more complex models can be reduced by eliminating trace replay overhead or through parallelization.

We can also compare how well SOSMC, SMC, and MH generate high-scoring samples under different computational budgets. We are particularly interested in their behavior in low-budget scenarios. As test cases, we use the spaceship, building complex, and tree programs under volume constraints. These programs all exhibit recursive structure, but of a different nature: the spaceship program spawns recursive paths (wings, etc.) from a single recursive spine (the body), whereas the building complex and tree programs generate components in a multiply-branching, tree-recursive style.

We find that MH requires additional tuning to achieve peak performance. Specifically, it generates better results with a score function tempered down to a 0.5% error tolerance ($\sigma = 0.005$). We also experimented with parallel tempering but found it not to perform better than normal MH when run for the same amount of time on sequential hardware. If run on parallel hardware—as in e.g. Talton et al. [112]—it
### Table 5.1: Timing data for all procedural modeling examples shown in this chapter. 

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Program</th>
<th>Control</th>
<th>Figure</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Time (s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Spaceship</td>
<td>$s_{\text{vmatch}}$</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>3.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gnarly Trees</td>
<td>$s_{\text{vmatch}}$</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>598.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Building Complex</td>
<td>$s_{\text{vmatch}}$</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>24.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gnarly Trees</td>
<td>$s_{\text{avoid}} \cdot s_{\text{vmatch}}$</td>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>164.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Building Complex</td>
<td>$s_{\text{imatch}}$</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>38.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spaceship</td>
<td>$s_{\text{imatch}}$</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>7.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toy Blocks</td>
<td>$s_{\text{imatch}}$</td>
<td>5.7</td>
<td>1500</td>
<td>135.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pipes</td>
<td>$s_{\text{imatch}}$</td>
<td>5.8</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>675.81</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

could perform better, but for fair comparison, we would also have to run SMC in parallel. SMC could then process more particles in the same amount of time, improving its performance as well.

In our comparison experiment, we run SMC and SOSMC for particle counts ranging from 10 to 1000. At each particle count, we also run MH, giving it as much time as an average SOSMC run takes to complete at that particle count. We run each algorithm 10 times, take the highest score for each run, and record the mean and variance of those high scores. Figure 5.9 shows the results of this experiment. On the left, we plot mean highest score against increasing computational budget; line thickness is proportional to variance in highest score. Our implementation computes all quantities in log-probability space, so the scores shown are log scores.

For the spaceship example, SOSMC starts with higher scores than either SMC or MH, which both require a significant amount of computation to reach the same score level. SOSMC also achieves consistently low variance in scores (evidenced by the thin orange lines in Figure 5.9, left), suggesting that it reliably generates high-scoring results on every run. SMC suffers from the order-sensitivity problems discussed in Section 5.2 but appears to overcome them when given enough particles. MH fares
Figure 5.9: A comparison of SOSMC, SMC, and MH in generating high-scoring outputs with limited computation time. *(Left)* Maximum score achieved by each method, averaged over 10 runs, as computational budget increases. Line thickness is proportional to variance in high scores over those runs. SMC and SOSMC use the same number of particles; MH runs for as long as SOSMC takes to run on average. *(Right)* Representative samples generated by each method given a computational budget of 100 particles (or equivalent average running time, for MH). SOSMC consistently outperforms both SMC and MH in reliably generating high-quality samples at small budgets.

slightly better than SMC in terms of score, and its outputs are also qualitatively more diverse, featuring more interesting variations.

In the building complex example, SMC again suffers from order sensitivity. While it can generate good results, it often fails to generate both sides of the target crescent
curve (Figure 5.9b, right), leading to high variance in scores (Figure 5.9b, left). MH fares better than SMC and does eventually match SOSMC’s scores at high budgets. At low budgets, however, SOSMC generates good volume matches, whereas MH does not have enough time to reliably do so (Figure 5.9b, right). MH requires twice as much computation as SOSMC to consistently score above -10, the threshold above which results appear consistently ‘good’ for this example.

For the tree example, SMC’s performance is close to SOSMC’s, since the target shape has linear structure with branching only at the end. However, order-sensitivity is still an issue, as SMC sometimes generates models that use a large branch where continuing the trunk would be more natural (Figure 5.9c, right). MH also performs well overall on this example, but there is a persistent gap between its performance and that of SOSMC. MH’s proposals—which randomly re-generate subtrees—can fail to discover the long structure of the target shape, especially at low budgets (Figure 5.9c, right).

5.6 Chapter Summary

This chapter introduced SMC to the task of controlled procedural modeling. We developed the SOSMC algorithm and the stochastic future to handle the multiple possible sequentializations of a procedural modeling program. We demonstrated SOSMC’s ability to generate high-quality results for a variety of programs and controls, and we showed that it reliably generates better results under small computational budgets than both depth-first SMC and MH.

5.6.1 Limitations

SOSMC will not always succeed for all possible programs and score functions. SMC is known to be susceptible to ‘garden paths,’ or execution traces that look promising for much of their runtime only to become undesirable later on [58]. In settings where such paths exist, SOSMC could conceivably perform worse than depth-first SMC, as it may randomly discover garden paths that depth-first SMC cannot follow. For
such problems, the ability to revise past decisions is critical, so MCMC or hybrid SMC/MCMC approaches work better [1].

SMC also needs random choices to be interleaved with evidence (i.e. geometry generation) to work well. If too many random choices are made up-front, the program ‘overcommits’ itself and proceeds like simple forward sampling. Fortunately, most hierarchical, recursive procedural models can be written in interleaved style. Simple data flow analysis could be used to push random choices as close as possible to their dependent geometry, if the program is not already written in this way.

In addition, SMC can suffer from the ‘sample impoverishment’ problem: repeated resampling tends to kill off all but one or a few particle execution histories, resulting in a final set of particles whose early execution histories are identical. For procedural modeling programs, this behavior manifests in many near-duplicates in the final set of sampled output models. Ideally, SMC would deliver as many unique samples as it has particles, and there exist a variety of impoverishment-fighting techniques that could help realize this goal, though at the cost of more computation time [28, 63]. MCMC algorithms suffer from a similar problem in the form of ‘mode lock,’ wherein the MCMC chain becomes stuck in a small, localized region of the state space.

5.6.2 Scalability

The examples presented in this chapter are relatively simple, using from dozens up to a few hundred primitives, but we believe that SOSMC should scale well to models of increasing complexity. In terms of depth complexity (i.e. how many primitives the program generates), an implementation that avoids trace replay, such as a continuation-based implementation, should be able to maintain nearly-constant work per SMC timestep. Some scoring functions, such as intersection testing, could still become more expensive as depth complexity increases, however.

In terms of breadth complexity (i.e. the program’s approximate branching factor), a high branching factor results in more possible execution orderings, which could require more particles to explore. The results presented in this chapter suggest that SOSMC can work well up to branching factor 4 (the Building Complex program) with
a reasonable number of particles; future work could further explore this question.
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Learning to Sample using Neural Guides

Guided 
\( N = 10 \) particles

Unguided 
(Equal \( N \))

Unguided 
(Equal Time)

Figure 6.1: (Top Row) Used as an importance sampler for Sequential Monte Carlo with \( N = 10 \) particles, our neurally-guided procedural models generate shape-matching results for each of the above letters in about a second. (Middle Row) The naïve, unguided procedural model does not converge to recognizable results using the same number of particles (\( N = 10 \)). (Bottom Row) The unguided model does better, but still does not reliably converge, when given the same amount of computation time as the guided model (\( \approx 1 \) sec).
Even with the advances described in the previous three chapters, generating high-quality results from constrained procedural modeling programs still requires considerable computation time: thousands of iterations for MH, or hundreds of particles for SMC. This limits their usability for interactive applications.

Fundamentally, sampling from constrained procedural models is challenging because the constraints implicitly define complex (often non-local) dependencies not present in the unconstrained procedural model (i.e. the prior). Can we instead make these dependencies explicit by encoding them in the models’ generative logic? Such an explicit model could simply be run forward to generate constraint-satisfying results.

In this chapter, we propose a method for automatically learning an approximation to such a perfect explicit model. Our method leverages advances in deep learning: it augments the procedural model with neural networks that control how the model makes random choices, based on what partial output the model has generated thus far. We call such a model a neurally-guided procedural model. The neural networks are expressive enough to capture many implicit dependencies induced by the constraints.

Building on our work from the previous chapter, we train neurally-guided procedural models using constraint-satisfying example outputs generated via SMC. Once trained, these models can be used as intelligent SMC important samplers. Our approach thus enables ‘bootstrapping’ samplers which train on their own outputs and become more efficient over time. Or, the system can invest time up-front generating and training on many examples, effectively ‘pre-compiling’ an efficient sampler.

We demonstrate our method through experiments with L-system-like procedural models with image-based soft constraints (Figure 6.1). For a given constraint satisfaction score threshold, our neurally-guided procedural model can generate results which reliably achieve that threshold using 10-20x fewer particles and up to 10x less compute time than an unguided procedural model.

We give a high-level overview of our approach in Section 6.2 and then present the mathematical foundations of our method in Section 6.3. In Section 6.4, we describe how to implement neurally-guided procedural models with image-matching constraints. Finally, we evaluate the performance of those models in Section 6.5.
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6.1 Related Work

Probabilistic Inference for Procedural Modeling  As surveyed in Section 2.1 and discussed in Section 5.1, many research projects have used Bayesian probabilistic inference to control procedural models: constraining the shape of a 3D object [112, 91], creating functionally-plausible and aesthetically-pleasing furniture arrangements [69, 129], coloring in patterns [62], and dressing virtual characters [131] are a few recent applications. Our work aims to make such systems more efficient: neurally-guided procedural models can capture many of the dependencies introduced by constraint likelihood functions, so samplers need fewer samples to find good results.

In recent work similar in spirit to our own, Dang and colleagues built a system which modifies a procedural grammar so that its output distribution reflects user preference scores given to example outputs [16]. Like us, they seek a model whose generative logic captures dependencies induced by a likelihood function (in their case, a Gaussian process regression over user-provided examples). Their method works by splitting non-terminal symbols in the original grammar, giving it more degrees of freedom to capture more dependencies. This approach works well for discrete dependencies, such as ensuring all floors of a building have the same architectural style. In contrast, our method captures dependencies using neural networks, making it better suited for complex, continuous constraint functions, such as shape-fitting.

Guided Procedural Modeling  The non-probabilistic approaches to controlling procedural models mentioned in Section 5.1 are again relevant in this chapter. The seminal work on open/environmentally-sensitive L-systems developed a formalism by which L-systems could query their spatial position and orientation [86, 75]. This ability allows them to prune their growth to an implicit surface. Recent follow-up work extends this technique to larger models by decomposing them into separate guide regions with limited interaction [4]. These guide methods were carefully designed for the specific problem of fitting procedural models to shapes. In contrast, our method learns how to guide procedural models and is generally applicable to constraints which can be expressed as a likelihood function.
Neural Networks for Procedural Modeling  Previous work has found other ways to apply neural networks to procedural modeling. One recent project uses neural networks as computationally inexpensive proxies for costly scoring functions in an inverse urban procedural modeling setting [114]. Another uses an autoencoder network to learn a low-dimensional representation space in which it is easy to explore the variability in a procedural model’s output [132]. Our use of neural networks differs from both of the above projects, as we use them to capture constraint-induced dependencies via feedforward functions.

Neural Variational Inference  Our method is also inspired by recent work in variational inference [72, 88, 53]. These algorithms use neural networks to define more expressive parametric families of probability distributions. They train stochastic deep belief networks and autoencoders, primarily modeling distributions over images for computer vision applications. Our method uses a different learning objective, and we focus on training procedural models with more complex recursive control flow.

The Neural Adaptive Sequential Monte Carlo algorithm is most similar to our method; it uses a similar learning objective and aims to train more efficient SMC importance samplers [33]. However, they focus on inference in time series models, such as nonlinear state space models.

6.2  Approach

In this section, we motivate and outline the process of creating, training, and using neurally-guided procedural models.

6.2.1  Motivation

We motivation our approach using a simple program chain that recursively generates a random sequence of linear segments, constrained to match a target image. Figure 6.2a shows the text of this program, along with samples generated from it (drawn in black) against several target images (drawn in gray). Chains generated by running
the program forward do not match the targets, since forward sampling is oblivious to the constraint. Instead, we can generate constrained samples using Sequential Monte Carlo (SMC) [91]. SMC generates multiple samples, or \textit{particles}, in parallel, resampling them at each step of the program to favor constraint-satisfying partial outputs. This results in final chains that more closely match the target images. However, the algorithm requires many particles—and therefore significant computation—to produce acceptable results. Figure 6.2a shows that $N = 10$ particles is not sufficient.

In an ideal world, we would not need costly inference algorithms to generate constraint-satisfying results. Instead, we would have access to an ‘oracle’ program, \texttt{chain\_perfect}, that perfectly fills in the target image when run forward. What form might this program take? At each step, it would need access to the target image, to know where to grow the chain next. It would also need to see the output it has already generated, to know when it has filled the target and can stop growing the chain.
Our insight is that while oracle programs such as chain_perfect can be difficult or impossible to write by hand, it is possible to learn a program chain_neural that comes close. Figure 6.2b shows our approach. For each random choice in the program text (e.g. gaussian, flip), we replace the parameters of that choice with the output of a neural network. This neural network’s inputs (abstracted as “...”) include the target image as well the choices the program has made thus far. The network thus shapes the distribution over possible choices, guiding the program’s future output based on the target image and its past output. These neural nets affect both continuous choices (e.g. angles) as well as control flow decisions (e.g. recursion): they dictate where the chain goes next, as well as whether it keeps going at all. For continuous choices such as gaussian, we also modify the program to sample from a mixture distribution. This helps the program handle situations where the constraints permit multiple distinct choices (e.g. in which direction to start the chain for the circle-shaped target image in Figure 6.2).

When properly trained, a neurally-guided procedural model such as chain_neural generates constraint-satisfying results more efficiently than its un-guided counterpart. Figure 6.2b shows example outputs from chain_neural. Forward samples adhere closely to the target images, and SMC with 10 particles is sufficient to produce chains that fully fill the target shape. The next sections of the chapter describe the process of building and training these neurally-guided procedural models in more detail.

6.2.2 System Overview

Figure 6.3 shows a high-level overview of our workflow for defining, training, and using neurally-guided procedural models. It consists of the following steps:

Transform The procedural model is first transformed by inserting one neural network for each random choice in the program text and turning continuous random choices into mixture distributions (Figure 6.3a-b). The network receives as input the constraint (e.g. a target image) and all previously-made random choices (shown grayed out in Figure 6.3a-b) and outputs the parameters for the choice (e.g. Gaussian means, variances, and mixture weights). We perform this transformation manually;
Figure 6.3: Overview of our approach. (a) We start with a procedural model: a program that makes a sequence of random choices $x_1 \ldots x_m$. (b) The procedural model is transformed into a neurally-guided procedural model by adding a neural network at each random choice. The network predicts the parameters of the random choice as a function of the constraints and the previous random choices (shown grayed-out). (c) An SMC sampling algorithm generates samples from the constrained procedural model. A stochastic gradient learning algorithm then trains the neurally-guided procedural model to maximize the probability of generating these samples.

it could be automated via source-to-source compilation. The neural networks can capture multiple different constraints, but an appropriate architecture for them depends on the generative paradigm and the output domain of the procedural model (e.g. images, 3D models, etc.) In Section 6.4, we present an architecture for 2D L-system-like procedural models which generate images. In particular, we describe how our implementation converts the previous random choices into a fixed-width vector appropriate for input to a neural net.

**Generate** Given a constraint, such as a target image, Sequential Monte Carlo generates samples from the constrained procedural model (Figure 6.3c). Our system uses the version of SMC presented earlier in Chapter 5, where particles are resampled after the program generates a new piece of geometry. It also uses the trained models as importance samplers for this SMC algorithm when generating final results.

**Train** The generated samples are then used to train the neural networks: the desired outcome is a set of network parameters that make the model more likely to generate these samples when run forward. We derive the learning objective in Section 6.3 and the details of our stochastic gradient learning method in Section 6.4. The trained
neurally-guided model can then quickly generate more samples, which can serve as further training data for refining the model, if desired.

6.3 Mathematical Foundations

Having outlined our approach, we now formally define neurally-guided procedural models. For our purposes, a procedural model is a generative probabilistic model of the following form:

\[ P_M(x) = \prod_{i=1}^{\mid x \mid} p_i(x_i; \Phi_i(x_1, \ldots, x_{i-1})) \]

Here, \( x \) is the vector of random choices the model makes as it executes (the dimensionality of \( x \) may be variable, as with recursive procedural models such as stochastic L-systems). The \( p_i \)'s are local probability distributions from which each successive random choice is drawn. \( p_i \) is parameterized by a set of parameters (e.g. mean and variance, for a Gaussian distribution), which are determined by some function \( \Phi_i \) of the previous random choices \( x_1, \ldots, x_{i-1} \). The total probability density is the product of these local probabilities, according to the chain rule.

A constrained procedural model is a procedural model whose probability distribution is modulated by some likelihood function \( \ell(x, c) \), i.e. a scoring function indicating how well an output of the model satisfies some constraint \( c \). For example, \( c \) could be an image, with \( \ell(\cdot, c) \) measuring similarity to that image. By Bayes’ rule:

\[ P_{CM}(x|c) = \frac{1}{Z} \cdot P_M(x) \cdot \ell(x, c) \]

where \( Z \) is a normalizing constant. The set of all constraints \( c \) supported by the procedural model forms the constraint space \( C \) (e.g. all images, all binary mask images, etc.)

A neurally-guided procedural model modifies a procedural model by, for each local
probability $p_i$, replacing the parameter function $\Phi_i$ with a neural network:

$$P_{GM}(\mathbf{x}|c; \theta) = \prod_{i=1}^{\mathbf{x}} \tilde{p}_i(\mathbf{x}_i; \text{NN}_i(\mathbf{x}_1, \ldots, \mathbf{x}_{i-1}, c; \theta))$$

The neural nets receive the previous random choice values and the constraint as input, and are themselves parameterized by $\theta$. $\tilde{p}_i$ is a mixture distribution if random choice $i$ is continuous; otherwise, $\tilde{p}_i = p_i$.

In training a neurally-guided procedural model, our goal is to find the parameters $\theta$ such that $P_{GM}$ is as close as possible to $P_{CM}$ for all supported constraints. Formally, we seek to minimize the conditional KL divergence $D_{KL}(P_{CM}||P_{GM})$. Given some prior distribution $P(c)$ over constraints $c \in \mathcal{C}$, our optimization objective is:

$$\min_{\theta} D_{KL}(P_{CM}||P_{GM})$$

$$= \min_{\theta} \mathbb{E}_{P(c)} \left[ \mathbb{E}_{P_{CM}(\mathbf{x}|c)} \left[ \log \frac{P_{CM}(\mathbf{x}|c)}{P_{GM}(\mathbf{x}|c; \theta)} \right] \right]$$

$$= \min_{\theta} \mathbb{E}_{P(c)} \left[ \mathbb{E}_{P_{CM}(\mathbf{x}|c)} \left[ \log P_{CM}(\mathbf{x}|c) - \log P_{GM}(\mathbf{x}|c; \theta) \right] \right]$$

$$= \max_{\theta} \mathbb{E}_{P(c)} \left[ \mathbb{E}_{P_{CM}(\mathbf{x}|c)} \left[ \log P_{GM}(\mathbf{x}|c; \theta) - \log P_{CM}(\mathbf{x}|c) \right] \right]$$

$$= \max_{\theta} \mathbb{E}_{P(c)} \left[ \mathbb{E}_{P_{CM}(\mathbf{x}|c)} \left[ \log P_{GM}(\mathbf{x}|c; \theta) \right] \right]$$

$$\approx \max_{\theta} \frac{1}{N} \sum_{s=1}^{N} \log P_{GM}(\mathbf{x}_s|c_s; \theta)$$

$$\mathbf{x}_s \sim P_{CM}(\mathbf{x}), c_s \sim P(c)$$

In the last step, we approximate the expectations with an average over a finite set of samples $\mathbf{x}_s, c_s$ drawn from the constrained procedural model $P_{CM}$ using SMC and the constraint prior $P(c)$. If we view these samples as a training data set, then this optimization objective is simply maximizing the log-likelihood of the training data under the neurally-guided model $P_{GM}$.

With such a training set in hand, optimization proceeds via stochastic gradient
ascent using the gradient

\[
\nabla \log P_{\text{GM}}(x|c; \theta) \\
= \sum_{i=1}^{\|x\|} \nabla \log \tilde{p}_i(x_i; \text{NN}(x_1, \ldots, x_{i-1}, c; \theta))
\] (6.2)

Is is worth noting that \(D_{\text{KL}}(P_{\text{CM}}||P_{\text{GM}})\) is not the only measure of distance between probability distributions we could have used. In particular, several related works have used the other direction of KL divergence, \(D_{\text{KL}}(P_{\text{GM}}||P_{\text{CM}})\), due to its attractive properties: it requires training samples from \(P_{\text{GM}}\), which are much less expensive to generate than samples from \(P_{\text{CM}}\). It is the optimization objective used in many variational inference algorithms [120, 45, 72] as well the REINFORCE algorithm for reinforcement learning [117]. When used for procedural modeling, however, this objective leads to models whose outputs lack diversity, making them unsuitable for generating visually-varied content. This behavior is due to a well-known property of the objective: minimizing it produces approximating distributions that are overly-compact, i.e. concentrating their probability mass in a smaller volume of the state space than the true distribution being approximated [64].

6.4 Implementation

In this section, we describe an implementation of neurally-guided accumulative procedural models: models that iteratively or recursively add new geometry to a structure. Most growth models, such as L-systems, are accumulative [84]. This is in contrast with other modeling paradigms: spatial subdivision, such as architectural split grammars [74]; object subdivision, such as fractal terrain [59]; or simulation, such as erosion-based terrain [115]. For our purposes, a procedural model is accumulative if, while executing, it provides a ‘current position’: a point \(p\) from which geometry generation will continue. We focus on 2D models \((p \in \mathbb{R}^2)\), though the techniques we present extend naturally to 3D.

We first describe the neural network architecture used by the neurally-guided
models before giving details on how we train them.

### 6.4.1 Network Architecture

Our neural networks take as input the constraint $c$ (in this case, a target image) and all previously-made random choices, and output the parameters of a random choice. Figure 6.4 shows our network architecture. We use a multilayer perceptron (MLP) architecture, because it is simple, easy to scale, and is a universal function approximator [97, 15]. Our MLP takes $n_f$ inputs, has one hidden layer of size $n_f/2$ with a tanh nonlinearity, and has $n_p$ outputs, where $n_p$ is the number of parameters the random choice expects. Since some parameters are bounded (e.g. Gaussian variance must be positive), each output is remapped via an appropriate bounding transform (e.g. $e^x$ for non-negative parameters). We experimented with more hidden layers but found that this did not improve performance.
The inputs for the MLP come from several sources, each providing the network with decision-critical information. All of these features can be computed from the target image and the choices-so-far; for efficiency, we compute them incrementally as the program runs.

**Local State Features** The first set of relevant data is the local state of the procedural model: its current position $\mathbf{p}$, the current orientation of any local reference frame, its current recursion depth, etc. Our networks access this information via the arguments of the function in which the random choice occurs. We extract all $n_a$ scalar arguments, normalize them to $[-1, 1]$, and pass them to the MLP.

**Target Image Features** To make appropriate decisions for matching a target image, the network must have access to that image. The raw pixels provide too much data; we need to summarize the relevant image contents. Convolutional neural networks reduce an image to a fixed-width feature vector but are aimed at classification tasks: they detect features but are intentionally invariant to where those features occur [55].

Instead, we use a different, location-sensitive architecture. We extract a 3x3 window of pixels around the model’s current position $\mathbf{p}$. We do this at four different resolution levels, with each level computed by convolving the previous level with a 3x3 kernel and then downsampling via a 2x2 box filter. For a image with channel depth $c$, this results in $36c$ features. Together, these features summarize what the target image looks like from the procedural model’s current position, where resolution decreases with distance. This architecture is similar to the foveated ‘glimpses’ used in recent work on neural models of visual attention [73].

**Partial Output Features** The target image features provide the network with information it needs to generate matching content with *accuracy* (e.g. how to stay within a target shape) However, they do not provide the information necessary to achieve *completeness* (e.g. how to completely fill in a target shape). To give the network this capability, we also extract multi-resolution windows from the partial
output image generated by the procedural model thus far. This adds another 36c input features.

The parameters \( \theta \) of this architecture consist of the weights and biases for both fully-connected layers in the MLP, as well as the kernel weights and biases for the three convolution + downsampling layers on each image. Each network typically has around several thousand such parameters. For example, given a program with four local features (position x, position y, angle, width) which targets a one-channel image, the network that predicts the parameters of a four-component Gaussian mixture has 3466 parameters.

### 6.4.2 Training

We train neurally-guided procedural models by stochastic gradient ascent using the gradient in Equation 6.2. Our system computes this gradient via backpropagation from the log \( \tilde{p}_i \)'s to the neural network parameters \( \theta \). We use the Adam algorithm for stochastic gradient optimization, with \( \alpha = \beta = 0.75 \) and an initial learning rate of 0.01 [52]. We found that a mini-batch size of one worked best in our experiments: more frequent gradient updates led to faster convergence than less-frequent-but-less-noisy updates. We terminate training after 20000 gradient updates.

### 6.4.3 Implementation Details

We implemented our prototype system in the Javascript-based probabilistic programming language WebPPL [30], with neural networks implemented using an open-source Javascript library for neural computation.\(^1\) The source code for our system is available at https://github.com/dritchie/webppl/tree/variational-neural-gl.

### 6.5 Experiments

In this section, we qualitatively and quantitatively evaluate how well our neurally-guided procedural models capture image-based constraints. We first describe our

\(^1\text{https://github.com/dritchie/adnn} \)
databases of target images before presenting the details of several experiments. All timing data reported in this section was collected on an Intel Core i7-3840QM machine with 16GB RAM running OSX 10.10.5.

### 6.5.1 Image Datasets

As shown in Equation 6.1, each training sample from a procedural model must be paired with a constraint $c$ drawn from a prior $P(c)$ over possible constraints. During training, we sample target images uniformly at random from a database of training images. In our experiments, we use the following image collections:

- **Scribbles**: A set of 49 binary mask images drawn by hand with the brush tool in Photoshop. These were designed to cover a range of possible shapes with thick and thin regions, high and low curvature, and different self-intersections.

- **Glyphs**: A subset of 197 glyphs from the FF Tartine Script Bold typeface. Consists of all glyphs which have only one foreground connected component.
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and at least 500 foreground pixels when rendered at 129x97.

- **PhyloPic**: A set of 35 images from PhyloPic, a database of silhouettes for plants, animals, and other organisms.²

When using these images for training, we augment the datasets by also including a horizontally-mirrored duplicate of each image. We also annotate each image with a starting point and starting direction from which to initialize the execution of a procedural model. Figure 6.5 shows some representative images from each collection.

### 6.5.2 Shape Matching

In our first set of experiments, we train neurally-guided procedural models to capture 2D shape matching constraints, where the target shape is specified as a binary mask image. If $D$ is the spatial domain of the image, and $I(x)$ is the function which renders the current partial output defined by random choices $x$, then the likelihood function for this constraint is

$$
\ell_{\text{shape}}(x, c) = \mathcal{N}\left( \frac{\text{sim}(I(x), c) - \text{sim}(0, c)}{1 - \text{sim}(0, c)}, 1, \sigma_{\text{shape}} \right)
$$

$$
\text{sim}(I_1, I_2) = \frac{\sum_{p \in D} w(p) \cdot 1\{I_1(p) = I_2(p)\}}{\sum_{p \in D} w(p)}
$$

$$
w(p) = \begin{cases} 
1 & \text{if } I_2(p) = 0 \\
1 & \text{if } ||\nabla I_2(p)|| = 1 \\
w_{\text{filled}} & \text{if } ||\nabla I_2(p)|| = 0 
\end{cases}
$$

where $\mathcal{N}$ is the normal distribution. This function encourages the rendered image to be similar to the target mask, where similarity is normalized against the target’s similarity to an empty image $0$. Each pixel $p$’s contribution to the similarity is weighted by $w(p)$, determined by whether the target mask is empty, filled, or has an edge at that pixel. We use $w_{\text{filled}} = 0.6$, so that empty and edge pixels are worth 1.5 times as much as filled pixels. This encourages the program to match

²http://phylopic.org
perceptually-important contours before filling in flat regions. We set \( \sigma_{\text{shape}} = 0.02 \) in all experiments.

We wrote a WebPPL program which recursively generates vines with leaves and flowers and then trained a neurally-guided version of this program to capture the above likelihood. The model was trained on 10000 sample traces, each generated using SMC with 600 particles. Target images were drawn uniformly at random from the Scribbles dataset. Each sample took on average 17 seconds to generate; parallelized across four CPU cores, the entire set of samples took approximately 12 hours to generate (later in this section, we show that far fewer samples are actually needed). Training took 55 minutes in our single-threaded Javascript implementation. These times could be reduced with more efficient implementations (e.g. leveraging GPUs for training).

Figure 6.1 shows example outputs from the vines program. The weighting scheme of \( \ell_{\text{shape}} \) causes the geometry to adhere to target shape contours, making the shape recognizable without cluttering interior regions and obscuring the vines’ structural characteristics. This behavior is not easy to achieve with a purely generative space-filling approach such as environmentally-sensitive L-systems [86], but it is simple to specify with constraints. The top row outputs were generated using 10-particle SMC with the trained neurally-guided model, which reliably produces recognizable results. In contrast, 10-particle SMC with the unguided model produces totally unrecognizable results (middle row). Because the neural networks make the guided model more computationally-expensive to evaluate, a more equitable comparison is to give the unguided model the same amount of wall-clock time as the guided model—this corresponds to \( \sim 50 \) particles, in this case (bottom row). While the resulting outputs fare better, the target shape is still obscured. We should also note that the unguided model is unpredictable at such low particle counts; results of even this quality took many tries to obtain at 50 particles. In practice, we find that the unguided model needs \( \sim 200 \) particles to reliably match the performance of the guided model. Figure 6.6 shows more outputs from the vines program, and Figure 6.7 shows example outputs from a neurally-guided procedural lightning program.

Figure 6.8 shows a quantitative comparison between five different models on the
Figure 6.6: Using Sequential Monte Carlo to make a vine-growth procedural model match target images. N is the number of SMC particles used. The “Ground Truth” column shows an example result after running SMC with the unguided model with a large number of particles (N = 600); these images represent the best possible result for a given target. Our neurally-guided procedural models can generate results of nearly this quality in a couple seconds; the unguided model struggles given the same number of particles or the same computation time.
shape matching task:

- **Unguided**: The original, unguided procedural model.

- **Constant Params**: The neural network for each random choice is simply a set of constant parameters; training this model finds the optimal constants. This is also known as a *partial mean field approximation* [120].

- **+ Local State Features**: Adding the local state features described in Section 6.4.

- **+ Target Image Features**: Adding the target image features described in Section 6.4.

- **All Features**: The full neural net architecture described in Section 6.4, including local state features, target image features, and partial output features.

We test each model on the images in the Glyph dataset and report the median normalized similarity-to-target achieved (i.e. argument one to the Gaussian in Equation 6.3). Figure 6.8a plots this average similarity as the number of SMC particles increases. The performance of the neurally-guided models improves with the addition of more features; at 10 particles, the full model is already near the peak performance asymptote. Figure 6.8b shows the wall-clock time each method requires as the desired average similarity increases. The vertical gap between the two curves shows the speedup given by neural guidance, which can be as high as 10x. Note that we trained on the Scribbles dataset but tested on the Glyphs dataset; these results suggest that our models can generalize to qualitatively-different previously-unseen images.
Figure 6.8: Performance comparison for the shape matching problem. “Similarity” is median normalized similarity to target mask, averaged over all targets in a test dataset. Lines drawn in lighter shades show 95% confidence bounds. (a) Performance as the number of SMC particles increases. The neurally-guided model achieves higher average similarity as more features are added. (b) Computation time required as desired similarity increases. The vertical gap between the two curves indicates speedup. Despite the neurally-guided model being more expensive to evaluate, it still reliably generates high-similarity results significantly faster than the unguided model.

Figure 6.9 shows the benefit of using mixture distributions for continuous random choices in the guided model. The experimental setup is the same as in Figure 6.8. We compare a model which uses 4-component mixture distributions with a no-mixture model. The with-mixtures model provides a noticeable performance boost, which we alluded to in Section 6.2: when matching complex shapes with junctions and intersections, such as the crossing of the letter ‘t,’ the program benefits from modeling uncertainty at these points with multi-modal distributions. We found 4 mixture components sufficient for our examples.

We also investigate how the number of training samples affects performance. Figure 6.10 plots the median similarity at 10 particles as training set size increases. Performance increases rapidly for the first few hundred samples before appearing to level off (the noise in the curve is due to randomness in neural net training initialization). This suggests that ~1000 sample traces is sufficient, which may seem surprising, as many published deep learning systems require millions of training examples [55].
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Figure 6.9: The effect of guiding continuous random choices with mixture distributions. Using 4-component mixtures for all continuous random choices provides a noticeable boost in performance.

Figure 6.10: The effect of training set size on performance (at 10 SMC particles), plotted on a logarithmic scale. Average similarity-to-target increases sharply for the first few hundred sample training traces, then appears to plateau at around 1000 traces. Noise in the plot is due to randomness in neural net training, as different training sessions converge to different local optima of the learning objective function.
our case, each training trace contains up to thousands of random choices, each of which provides a learning signal—in this way, the training data is “bigger” than it appears. Our implementation can generate 1000 samples in just over an hour using four CPU cores. As mentioned previously, this time could be reduced by ’bootstrapping’ the system: training on smaller subsets of data and using the partially-learned model to generate further data faster.

6.5.3 Stylized “Circuit” Design

Thus far, we have focused on image-matching constraints. However, the architecture we have presented can learn other types of image-based constraints. In this section, we constrain the vines program to generate outputs which resemble stylized circuit designs.

Dense packing of long wire traces is one of the most striking visual characteristics of circuit boards. To achieve dense packing, we encourage the program to fill a certain percentage \( \tau \) of the image \( (\tau = 0.5 \) in the subsequent results). To mimic the appearance of traces, we encourage the output image to have a dense, high-magnitude gradient field, as the vines program can best achieve this result by creating many long rectilinear or diagonal edges. These constraints result in the following likelihood:

\[
\ell_{\text{circ}}(x) = \mathcal{N} \left( \text{edge}(I(x)) \cdot (1 - \eta(I(x), \tau)), 1, \sigma_{\text{circ}} \right)
\]

\[
\text{edge}(I) = \frac{1}{|D|} \sum_{p \in D} ||\nabla I(p)||
\]

\[
\text{fill}(I) = \frac{1}{|D|} \sum_{p \in D} I(p)
\]

where \( \eta(x, \bar{x}) \) is the relative error of \( x \) from \( \bar{x} \) and \( \sigma_{\text{circ}} = 0.01 \). Finally, we also include a separate term that penalizes the program from generating geometry outside the bounds of the image; this encourages the program to fill in a rectangular “die”-like region.

To guide this program, we use the same architecture as before, minus the target image features (since there is no target image). We train the neurally-guided
“Ground Truth”
\( N = 600 \)

Guided
\( N = 15 \)

Unguided (Equal \( N \))

Unguided (Equal Time)

Figure 6.11: Constraining the vine-growth program to generate circuit-like patterns. The “Ground Truth” outputs took around 70 seconds to generate; the outputs from the guided model took around 3.5 seconds.

Figure 6.12: Performance comparison for the circuit design problem. “Score” is median normalized score (i.e. argument one to the Gaussian in Equation 6.4), averaged over 50 runs. The neurally-guided version achieves significantly higher average scores than the unguided version given the same number of particles or the same amount of compute time.

model using 2000 traces generated using SMC with 600 particles. Sample generation took about 10 hours on four CPU cores, and training took just under two hours. Figure 6.11 shows some outputs from this program, and Figure 6.12 shows a performance comparison between unguided and neurally-guided models for this task. As with the shape matching examples, the neurally-guided model generates high-scoring results significantly faster than the unguided model.
6.6 Chapter Summary

This chapter introduced neurally-guided procedural models: constrained procedural models that use neural networks to capture constraint-induced dependencies. We developed a mathematical framework for defining and training such models. We also described a specific neural architecture for accumulative models that generate images. Finally, we evaluated the performance of neurally-guided models, demonstrating that they can generate high-quality results significantly faster than unguided models.

One limitation of our system is its need for training data, which must be generated via expensive inference. This can be a significant up-front cost, especially for computationally-expensive models. Thus, our method is not well-suited for scenarios where the procedural model changes rapidly, such as speeding up the inner loop of a development and debugging cycle. Instead, it is best suited for scenarios where the model is fixed, such as deploying a finalized procedural model as part of a design tool. It may be particularly attractive for online, multi-user deployments, where the system can gather example results from the community, periodically retrain, and push the updated procedural model to users.

Our method is also not well-suited for capturing hard constraints, which some visual effects necessitate (e.g. symmetries), as it requires a continuous probability for each training sample. While hard constraints can sometimes be usefully approximated with tight soft constraints, neural networks such as ours are best at approximating noisy and/or random functions, not precise, deterministic relationships. Other techniques are needed for generatively capturing these kinds of constraints.
Chapter 7

Conclusions and Future Directions

In this thesis, we have advocated the use of probabilistic programming languages (PPLs) for procedural modeling and design. We showed examples of how complex models can be expressed in relatively clear, concise code, requiring users to provide domain knowledge but not requiring them to be inference experts. We then pointed out that such model complexity leads to inference challenges: wasted computation, tight constraints, branching structures, and the expense of random search.

To address these problems, we introduced new inference techniques to the field of procedural modeling and design. To eliminate wasted computation during MH proposals, we developed the C3 system for lightweight, incrementalized MCMC, leading to order-of-magnitude speedups. To efficiently explore design spaces shaped by tight constraints, we demonstrated how Hamiltonian Monte Carlo (HMC) could sample from previously-intractable programs such as stable stacking structures. To handle branching, we developed Stochastically-Ordered Sequential Monte Carlo, showing that it can more quickly and reliably find high-probability outputs for procedural shape-matching problems. Finally, to make the random search methods of inference less random, we introduced neurally-guided procedural models which can learn how to satisfy constraints up to an order of magnitude faster.
7.1 Interoperability

The four methods we presented in this thesis do not each have to operate in a vacuum; they can be assembled into an ecosystem of interoperable inference components.

This is the approach we have taken in the ongoing development of the WebPPL probabilistic programming language [30]. In our implementation, C3 and HMC are MCMC kernel functions, which can be programmatically composed to create new kernels—for example, one that proposes to discrete random choices using C3 and to continuous choices using HMC. In addition, WebPPL’s Sequential Monte Carlo (SMC) implementation supports rejuvenation, i.e. changing past choices in the sequence using MCMC [28]. Any MCMC kernel can be used for rejuvenation, including C3 and HMC.

Neurally-guided procedural models also interoperate with the other inference algorithms we have discussed. In Chapter 6, we used SMC to generate training data for neural guides, but one can in fact use any inference algorithm to generate this data, including MH. And while we focused on using the trained neural guides as importance distributions for SMC, they can also be used as proposal distributions for MH. We have begun efforts to integrate these concepts into WebPPL for general programs.

7.2 Future Work

To move PPLs out of the domain of research and into real-world applications, there is still much to be done. Inference must be be even faster, approaching interactive rates, to be usable in real-time settings such as games and interactive design tools. And the easier it is to write probabilistic programs, the faster and wider they can spread. Along these lines, opportunities for future work fall into several broad themes:

7.2.1 Program Analysis & Transformation

Production PPL systems will need to squeeze every last drop of exploitable structure out of programs, analyzing and then manipulating them into their most efficient
forms.

Non-standard interpretations have already proven useful in this space [118]. The automatic differentiation (AD) transformation used by HMC is one such example: the program is transformed to compute derivatives in addition to values. As mentioned in Section 4.5, smooth interpretation can take this idea further by automatically constructing a differentiable approximation to any program (even those with loops and conditionals). These ideas have been applied to SMC as well. Abstract particle algorithms automatically construct and operate on a hierarchy of simplified variable domains, allowing inference to converge at a coarse resolution before tackling fine-scale details [109, 107]. We expect to see more innovation along these lines in years to come.

These types of transformations can introduce computational overhead which careful program analysis can remove. In C3, dependency analysis could help determine statically which random choices flow to which other functions, allowing the system to perform fewer of the runtime input equality checks introduced by the caching transform. C3 also only requires continuations at random choice points, yet the standard CPS transform applies to the entire program. Detecting and fusing blocks of purely deterministic code before applying the CPS transform (or collapsing them post-transform) could improve performance. A similar phenomenon occurs with HMC, as standard AD implementations generate one computation graph node for each primitive math operation. Programs could make simpler graphs by statically “lowering” all operations that happen within a single basic block [9]. Or, already-constructed graphs could be simplified by run-time tracing followed by symbolic simplification [126, 19].

Neural guidance is also a form of program transformation. Specifically, it replaces the dataflow paths that flow into random choices with new dataflow paths made out of neural networks. More extensive transformations are also possible, such as changing the control flow of the program. Transformations like this might make it possible for guide programs to capture constraints that dataflow-replacement alone cannot.
7.2.2 Runtime Systems

Production PPL systems will also need to run programs with the fastest possible platforms and execution environments. Many of the early research PPLs in existence today are dynamically-typed and run in interpreters [29, 65] or virtual machines with JIT compilers [121, 30], which limits their possible performance. One noteworthy exception is Quicksand, a language we implemented in earlier work to experiment with statically-typed, compiled probabilistic programs [89]. We found some performance improvements, though the lower-level nature of the language makes some inference algorithms difficult to implement with peak asymptotic efficiency (e.g. MH and SMC, since neither first-class continuations nor first-class functions are available in the host language, Terra). Another notable exception is Probabilistic C, which uses OS-level multi-processing to run SMC and Particle MCMC methods on multiple cores [79]. Leveraging parallel hardware like this will be especially important for future practical PPL systems.

Along these lines, GPUs still remain largely untapped for probabilistic programming. There are wide-open opportunities to exploit GPU parallelism either for inference algorithms themselves (e.g. parallel execution of SMC particles) or for the constituent parts of a probabilistic program (e.g. accelerating matrix computations in complex likelihood functions).

7.2.3 Amortized Inference

As we showed in Chapter 6, PPL systems can see significant performance boosts by learning from their own outputs, either over time or as a batch pre-process.

Our work on neurally-guided procedural models is a first step in this direction, but there are many more opportunities along these lines. We would like to extend the idea of neural guidance to work with more general programs, not just L-system-like programs. Recent work on recurrent visual attention models is particularly promising, as these networks could help a guide program learn both what to look at in its partial output, as well as what choices to make given what it has seen [73, 25].

Amortized inference is a broader concept that has implications beyond neural
guide programs. For example, in our experiments with using SMC to control procedural model shapes, we use the current partial likelihood score as the particle resampling weight. While this can work, it also results in greedy behavior, since the weights do not take into account the expected future likelihood score of each particle. It might be possible to learn a model of this expected future score, in a similar fashion to how the AlphaGo system learns a value function for Markov Decision Processes [99].

And in SOSMC, we have thus far only used a uniform stochastic policy for future selection—it might be possible to learn non-uniform stochastic policies over time. Such policies would gradually develop an ‘intuition’ for which execution branches are likely to be fruitful given the program’s execution history.

7.2.4 Authoring & Editing

No matter how fast PPL inference becomes, the programs being run through inference have to come from somewhere. Thus far, we have assumed that a programmer writes the program in full. But to make PPL inference accessible and desirable to the widest range of creative people, it will need to accommodate those who are not comfortable with extensive programming.

One seductive idea is to induce probabilistic programs from a (ideally small) collection of example outputs. Recent research has had some limited successes in this area, by restricting the class of supported programs and abstractions over programs [111, 42]. Such general program induction is a highly underconstrained and challenging problem, but has large potential impact if solved.

Putting a human in the loop of the induction process could make the problem easier, as well as make the results more satisfying to the user since she can exert direct control over them. One approach to such “partial program induction” is bidirectional editing interfaces, where a user can either edit code to affect its output, or edit outputs to affect the code. Recent research has had some limited successes along these lines, inferring constant parameters for deterministic programs that generate 2D vector graphics [13]. Further work is needed to extend these concepts to probabilistic programs, 3D output domains, and more structural program edits. This is a promising
avenue for making PPLs more accessible and understandable, so more creative people can express themselves with these tools.
Appendix A

C3 Speedup Experiment Details

All models use synthetic data. To obtain the throughput values plotted, each model was run for 1000 MH iterations.

The HMM model uses 10 discrete latent states and 10 discrete observable states. The Model Size parameter maps to the length of the observed sequence as: Length of observed sequence = 100 · Model Size. Thus, observed sequence length ranges from 100 to 1000.

The LDA model uses 10 topics, a vocabulary of 100 words, and 20 words per document. The Model Size parameter maps to the number of observed documents as: Num observed documents = 5 · Model Size. Thus, num observed documents ranges from 5 to 50, and total number of observed words ranges from 100 to 1000.

The GMM model uses 4 components. The Model Size parameter maps to the number of observed data points as: Num observed data points = 100 · Model Size. Thus, the number of observed data points ranges from 100 to 1000.

The HLR model uses scalar data sequences of length 5. The Model Size parameter maps to the number of data sequences as: Num data sequences = 20 · Model Size. Thus, the number of data sequences ranges from 20 to 200, and the total number of scalar data points ranges from 100 to 1000.
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HMC Model Specifications

B.1 Color Compatibility Model

Our color compatibility model uses soft constraints simplified from the model by Lin and colleagues [62]. We include saturation, adjacent lightness difference, and adjacent perceptual difference constraints, since these factors had high learned weights in the original model. The perceptual difference constraints (implemented as distance in CIELAB color space) help distinguish image regions without excessive hue contrast. The lightness difference constraints help prevent equiluminant adjacent regions which can cause perceived “vibrations” and unstable-looking shapes. Constraints are parameterized differently if they are applied to foreground (FG) or background (BG) regions:

Saturation (BG): softeq\bigg(\frac{\sqrt{a^2 + b^2}}{\sqrt{a^2 + b^2 + L^2}}, 0.3, 1.0\bigg)

Saturation (FG): softeq\bigg(\frac{\sqrt{a^2 + b^2}}{\sqrt{a^2 + b^2 + L^2}}, 0.7, 1.0\bigg)

Lightness Diff (FG-BG): softeq\bigg(\frac{\Delta L}{100}, 0.3, 0.4\bigg)

Lightness Diff (FG-FG): softeq\bigg(\frac{\Delta L}{100}, 0.2, 0.4\bigg)

Perceptual Diff: softeq\bigg(\frac{\sqrt{\Delta L^2 + \Delta a^2 + \Delta b^2}}{300}, 0.3, 0.2\bigg)
where \( L, a, b \) are the color coordinates of a region in CIELAB color space, and \( \Delta L, \Delta a, \Delta b \) are differences between the coordinates of adjacent regions. 100 is the maximum lightness value, and 300 is the maximum CIELAB distance. The rough shape of these constraints are based on those in the original model. Our model is a weighted sum of these factors for each region and each pair of adjacent regions. Saturation constraints are weighted by the region area, while pairwise adjacent constraints are weighted uniformly. As in the Lin et al. model, we represent and perform inference on color random variables in RGB space to ensure that all generated results use colors that can be visualized.

We also add constraints to enforce semantic properties where needed. We consider two types of additional constraints in our experiments:

**Same-Chroma**

\[
\text{softeq}\left(\frac{\sqrt{\Delta a^2 + \Delta b^2}}{282.9}, 0, \frac{\sigma}{282.9}\right)
\]

**Lightness-Relation**

\[
\text{softeq}\left(\frac{\Delta L}{100}, 0.15, \frac{\sigma}{100}\right)
\]

where 282.9 is the maximum chroma difference. We set \( \sigma \) to 5 in our experiments. The Same-Chroma constraint dictates that two colors should have the same chromatic content (i.e. the same color irrespective of lightness). The Lightness-Relation constraint enforces a precise directional separation between the lightnesses of two colors; this constraint is useful for constraining colors to be shades of one another.

### B.2 Block Statics Model

In our statics model, blocks are assembled into structures via *contacts*: wherever two blocks touch, some internal force distribution arises over the resulting rectangular contact region. We represent this distribution with forces at each of the contact region’s four vertices:

- \( f_n \): a compressive force normal to the contact region.
- \( f_{t1} \) and \( f_{t2} \): two friction forces tangent to the contact region.

\( f_n \) is bounded to be non-negative, and \( f_{t1} \) and \( f_{t2} \) are bounded to be within \( |s \cdot f_n| \), where \( s \) is the coefficient of static friction of the contact. We use \( s = 0.5 \) for all results.
presented in Chapter 4 unless noted otherwise. This statics model is essentially the same as that used by prior work on stable procedural buildings [116]. It is important to note that because friction force directions are treated as free variables, this model is not strictly physically accurate; correct handling of frictional contacts in a statics context is still a challenging problem [113].

Given this statics model, the process for generating a stable structure is straightforward. The user first writes a program that generates a random block structure, e.g. by iteratively stacking and perturbing random blocks. Our system then computes the net force \( \overline{f} \) and net torque \( \overline{\tau} \) on the center of mass of each block \( i \) and combines these ‘residuals’ into the following factor:

\[
\sum_i \text{softeq}(||\overline{f}_i||, 0, \sigma_f) + \text{softeq}(||\overline{\tau}_i||, 0, \sigma_\tau)
\]

The bandwidths \( \sigma_f \) and \( \sigma_\tau \) must be set in an appropriately scale-invariant fashion, so that large structures are not penalized more than small ones. One option is to define them as percentages of the average external (i.e. due to gravity) force and torque acting on the structure. We find that 1% tolerance keeps an HMC sampler sufficiently close to the static equilibrium manifold while still allowing for exploration.
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SOSMC Proof of Correctness

We aim to show that the marginal distribution over models generated by SOSMC is the same as the marginal distribution over models generated by depth-first SMC.

We will use the fact that a random choice variable \( r \) in a trace \( r_n \) can be uniquely addressed by its position in the function call tree of the trace [119]. We call this address \( \text{addr}(r) \).

**Definition 1.** Two variables \( r^1 \) and \( r^2 \) are equivalent \((r^1 \equiv r^2)\) if their addresses and values are the same. That is, \( \text{addr}(r^1) = \text{addr}(r^2) \) and \( r^1 = r^2 \).

**Definition 2.** Two traces \( r^1_n \) and \( r^2_n \) are equivalent \((r^1_n \equiv r^2_n)\) if they contain equivalent variables. That is,

\[
\begin{align*}
\forall r^1_{n,i}, & \exists r^2_{n,j} \text{ such that } r^1_{n,i} \equiv r^2_{n,j}.
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\forall r^2_{n,j}, & \exists r^1_{n,i} \text{ such that } r^2_{n,j} \equiv r^1_{n,i}.
\end{align*}
\]

In particular, we assume that equivalent traces are considered equivalent by the scoring function \( s(\cdot) \)—that is, the score assigned to a trace does not depend upon the order in which it was generated.
Assumption 1. If \( r_n^1 \equiv r_n^2 \), then \( s(r_n^1) = s(r_n^2) \). *

Together, these definitions allow us to group traces into equivalence classes \( X_n \), where all \( x_n = \{r_n, o_n\} \in X_n \) generate the same partial model. Formally, our goal is to show that \( P_N^{\pi_D}(X_N) = P_N^{\pi_S}(X_N) \). We start with defining the unnormalized density of an equivalence class by marginalizing out all the orderings that generate it. Let \( \hat{r}_n \) be any trace from equivalence class \( X_n \). Then:

\[
F_n(X_n) = \sum_{x_n \in X_n} F_n(x_n) \\
= \sum_{x_n \in X_n} s(r_n) \cdot p_n(x_n) \\
= \sum_{x_n \in X_n} s(r_n) \prod_{m=1}^n |x_m \setminus x_{m-1}| \prod_{i=1}^{m-1} p(x_{m,i} | x_{m,1:(i-1)}, x_{m-1}) \\
= \sum_{x_n \in X_n} s(r_n) \prod_{m=1}^n |r_m \setminus r_{m-1}| \prod_{i=1}^{m-1} p(r_{i,m} | \text{par}(r_{i,m})) \\
= \sum_{x_n \in X_n} s(r_n) \prod_{m=1}^n |o_m \setminus o_{m-1}| \prod_{j=1}^{m-1} \pi(o_{j,m} | x_m) \\
= \sum_{x_n \in X_n} s(r_n) \prod_{m=1}^n |\hat{r}_m \setminus \hat{r}_{m-1}| \prod_{i=1}^{m-1} p(\hat{r}_{i,m} | \text{par}(\hat{r}_{i,m})) \\
\left( \sum_{x_n \in X_n} \prod_{m=1}^n |o_m \setminus o_{m-1}| \prod_{j=1}^{m-1} \pi(o_{j,m} | x_m) \right) \\
= s(\hat{r}_n) \prod_{m=1}^n |\hat{r}_m \setminus \hat{r}_{m-1}| \prod_{i=1}^{m-1} p(\hat{r}_{i,m} | \text{par}(\hat{r}_{i,m}))
\]

We can move the \( s(r_n) \cdots \) terms outside the summation because all \( r_n \) are equivalent (Definition 2, Assumption 1) and because the remaining terms—the ordering probabilities—form a discrete probability distribution whose elements sum to one.

By Equation 5.1, it remains to show that \( Z_N^{\pi_D} = Z_N^{\pi_S} \). By the definition of partition

---

*Efficient, incrementalized implementations that use intermediate results of \( s(r_{n-1}) \) to compute \( s(r_n) \) must guarantee this property.
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function,

\[ Z^\pi_N = \int_{\mathcal{X}^\pi} F_N(x) dx = \int_{\Omega^\pi} F_N(X) dX \]

where \( \mathcal{X}^\pi \) is the set of all complete traces that can be generated under ordering policy \( \pi \) and \( \Omega^\pi \) is the set of all equivalence classes (from here on, we omit the \( N \) subscript for brevity). Thus it suffices to show that \( \Omega^\pi_S = \Omega^\pi_D \).

**Lemma 1.** \( \Omega^\pi_D = \Omega^\pi_S \), which means

1. \( \forall x^D \in \mathcal{X}^\pi_D, \exists x^S \in \mathcal{X}^\pi_S \) such that \( r^D \equiv r^S \).
2. \( \forall x^S \in \mathcal{X}^\pi_S, \exists x^D \in \mathcal{X}^\pi_D \) such that \( r^S \equiv r^D \).

**Proof.**

1. \( \forall x^D \in \mathcal{X}^\pi_D, x^D \in \mathcal{X}^\pi_S \), since the fixed ordering generated by \( \pi_D \) can be generated by \( \pi_S \) with nonzero probability.

2. \( \forall x^S \in \mathcal{X}^\pi_S \), create an empty trace \( r^D \) and walk the function call tree of \( r^S \) in depth-first order. When encountering a variable \( r \) with location in the call tree given by \( \text{addr}(r) \), insert that variable into \( r^D \). This process results in a valid trace in \( \mathcal{X}^\pi_D \) which is equivalent to \( r^S \). \( \Box \)

We have proven that \( P^\pi_D(X_N) = P^\pi_S(X_N) \) for programs that always terminate after at most \( N \) steps. Procedural models that explicitly limit recursion depth or that stop when geometric features become too small fit this description. Without such checks, procedural models only *almost* always terminate after a finite number of steps, i.e. termination probability approaches one as the number of steps approaches infinity. The same analysis should hold in this case as well, as probabilistic programs that terminate with probability one have well-defined marginal distributions over execution traces [29]. The proof would require a limit argument on \( N \) for approximating finite programs.
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